


PREFACE

This is a true story.

It has been rewritten only so far as was necessary to conceal personalities.

It is a terrible story; but it is also a story of hope and of beauty.

But the self-same Light illuminates the past of humanity; it is our own fault if 
we go over the brink.

The story is also true not only of one kind of human weakness, but (by analogy) 
of all kinds; and for all alike there is but one way of salvation.

As Glanvil1  says: Man is not subjected to the angels, nor even unto death  
utterly, save through the weakness of his own feeble will.

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law2.

ALEISTER CROWLEY 

1Joseph Glanvil. The extract is from Saducismus Triumphatus, London, 1681. Edgar Allan Poe used it as an 
epigraph for his story, “Ligeia”.
2The essence of Crowley’s doctrine. It echoes Rabelais’s Fay ce que vouldras which was written over the door 
of his fanciful Abbey of Thelema, but Crowley’s dictum has a serious side to it.
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Once upon a time, the story goes, back in the old country, some people sometimes took opium. 
For many of those people, opium use was functional as a form of control: it brought into realistic 
conformity with the material exactions of their lives their levels of concentration, their temporality, 
or their alertness to stimuli such as pain. For some it may have been a source of pleasure – if a vice, 
then a commonplace one. For all of them, it was a behaviour among other behaviours.

Then something changed. Under the taxonomic pressure of the newly ramified and pervasive 
medical-juridical authority of the late nineteenth century, and in the context of changing class  
and imperial relations, what had been a question of acts crystallised into a question of identities.  
To paraphrase in relation to the addict Foucault’s famous account of the invention of 
the homosexual:

The assignment of a newly pathologised addict identity to users of opium-derived substances was 
not, however, the end of the story. To the gradual extension of addiction attribution to a wider  
variety of “drugs” over the first two-thirds of the twentieth century there has been added the  
startling coda of several recent developments: the development, in particular, that now quite  
explicitly brings, not only every form of substance ingestion, but more simply every form of  
human behaviour into the orbit of potential addiction attribution. Think of the telling slippage  
that begins by assimilating food ingestion that is perceived as excessive, with alcoholism – in the 
founding of, say, Overeaters Anonymous as an explicit analogue to Alcoholics Anonymous. From 
the pathologising of food refusal (anorexia), or even intermittent and highly controlled food  
consumption (bulimia), is a short step, but a consequential one. For the demonisation of “the  
foreign substance” that gave an ostensible coherence to the new concept “substance abuse” is  
deconstructed almost as soon as articulated: if addiction can include ingestion, or refusal, or  
controlled intermittent ingestion of a given substance; and if the concept of “substance” has  
become too elastic to draw a boundary between the exoticism of the “foreign substance” and the 
domesticity of, say, “food”; then the locus of addictiveness cannot be the substance itself and can 
scarcely even be the body itself, but must be some overarching abstraction that governs the  
narrative relations between them.

“Epidemics of the Will”, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Tendencies, 1994 p130-131

As defined by [early nineteenth century norms], [opium eating] was a category of … acts; 
their perpetrator was nothing more than the juridical subject of them. The nineteenth
century [addict] became a personage, a past, a case history, and a childhood …  
[His addiction] was everywhere present in him: at the root of all his actions because it 
was their insidious and indefinitely active principle; written immodestly on his face and 
body because it was a secret that always gave itself away. … The [opium eater] had been 
a temporary aberration; the [addict] was now a species. 



THE ARGUMENT
For every complex problem there is an answer that is 
clear, simple and wrong.

Prejudices: Second Series, H.L. Mencken, 1920

Scientists tend to reduce addiction to the domain of 
the pathological body, whereas social scientists often 
produce analyses that seem to overlook that drugs are 
chemical substances, that drug users have bodies, and 
that the contemporary sciences are altering the ways that 
we understand and act upon substances and bodies.

“Drugs, addiction and society”  
Deanne Dunbar, Howard I. Kushner and Scott Vrecko,  
BioSocieties 5, 2-7, 2010 (LSE)

We are all addicts. Repeated stimulation of the  
reward system is necessary for learning and memory  
formation. Addiction can be functional or ruinous,  
and social context goes far to determine the degree of 
functionality, dysfunctionality or deviance of behaviour.

“How crack found a niche in the American ghetto: the 
historical epidemiology of drug-related harm”  
Caroline Acker,  
BioSocieties, 2010 p74

Animal models have been essential in making progress 
in drug abuse research. This process of repeated lever 
pressing for a drug is referred to as reinforcement, and 
the drug that produces such behaviour is the reinforcer. 
It is noteworthy that almost all drugs that humans abuse 
are also self-administered by animals in this paradigm.

Contribution of basic science to understanding  
addiction,  
Michael J. Kuhar,  
BioSocieties, 2010 p26

Not all addictions are rooted in abuse or trauma, but I do 
believe they can all be traced to painful experience. A 
hurt is at the centre of all addictive behaviours. It is 
present in the gambler, the internet addict, the 
compulsive shopper and the workaholic.

In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts: Close Encounters  
with Addiction,  
Gabor Maté, M.D. 2008 p36



Most people do not care if addiction is a cruel  
evolutionary quirk, a result of economic deprivation or a 
biological time-bomb. What most people want are  
solutions not explanations.  

“Addiction: what informs what is?” 
Mark Whiteley, 2013

Society cannot exist unless a controlling power and  
appetite be placed somewhere; and the less of it there  
is within, the more there must be without. It is ordained  
in the eternal Constitution of things, that men of  
intemperate minds cannot be free. Their passions  
forge their fetters.

“A Letter From Mr Burke To A Member Of 
The National Assembly”  
Edmund Burke - 1791

Being excluded from money amounts to living as a 
castaway, in a state of permanent frustration. It further 
dehumanises already atomised people who have lost  
all organic solidarity. What do they have left?  Two  
alternatives still allow them to retain a positive image 
of themselves: the first is suicide, which would reaffirm 
their alienated freedom through an act of free choice; the 
second is to pretend. Drugs facilitate this pretense.

Is the Problem Drug Addiction or Society?  
Amoral Reflections on the Postmodern,  
Claude Karnook, Telos, 1995 p115

Addiction is an abstract noun that cannot, literally,  
imprison a person. Only another person can do that […] 
Addiction to drugs is a condition that the addict brings 
about by his own free will and from which he can “escape” 
by his own free will, with or without the aid of others […]  
I see the addict as a capable moral agent, sometimes  
doing and enjoying what he wants to do and annoying  
others in the process; and sometimes victimising himself 
or others by his behaviour.

Szasz Under Fire: the Psychiatric Abolitionist  
Faces his Critics,  
Jeffrey A. Schaler (ed.), 2004

Malfunctioning of the brain’s reward centre is  
increasingly understood to underlie all addictive 
behaviour. Composed of mesolimbic incentive  
salience circuitry, the reward centre governs all  
behaviour in which motivation has a central role,  
including acquiring food, nurturing young, and having  
sex. To the detriment of normal functioning, basic  
survival activities can pale in importance when  
challenged by the allure of addictive substances  
or behaviours.

Internet Sex Addiction Treated with Naltrexone,  
J. Michael Bostwick MD and Jeffrey A. Bucci MD,  
Mayo Clinic Proceedings, vol 83, no 2,  
February 2008 p226

Elvis Would Never Abuse Drugs
“It’s very wrong to say he was a druggie,” said Derry 
Caughlan, 50, of Ireland. “He died early because of the 
pressures that were put on him and the unnatural life he 
was leading. He wasn’t getting the proper food.” 
  
(Associated Press, 1978)

When I was a little boy I used to love to climb trees – not 
really big ones – but I would climb right up into the top 
branches until they couldn’t hardly support my weight. 
And so on a windy day, I would just sway back and forth 
with the trees, eyes closed. I loved doing that.

Recovering heroin addict, 2011



EDGAR ALLAN POE

I looked upon the scene before me – upon the mere house,  
and the simple landscape features of the domain – upon the bleak walls 
– upon the vacant eye-like windows – upon a few rank sedges – and upon 
a few white trunks of decayed trees – with an utter depression of the soul 
which I can compare to no earthly sensation more properly than to the 
after-dream of the reveller upon opium – the bitter lapse into every-day 
life – the hideous dropping of the veil.

The Fall of the House of Usher, Edgar Allan Poe,  
first published in Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine, September, 1839

“I have just spent a very happy evening with your dear Edgar, and I know it will be gratifying to you to know 
that he is all that you could desire him to be, sober, temperate, moral and much beloved … I trust a kind 
Providence will protect him and guide him in the way of truth so that his feet slip not.”
Mrs Shelton’s pen halted as the clock struck twelve. “It is encroaching on the Sabbath,” she wrote before 
ending this commendatory note which we must admit to be a strange testimonial to the character of a man 
who was to die of an overdose of drug or alcohol a fortnight later.

(Pope-Hennessy, 1934) p318

“There is a gentleman, rather the worse for wear, at Ryan’s 4th Ward polls, who goes under the cognomen of Edgar A. 
Poe and who appears to be in great distress, and he says he is acquainted with you, and I assure you he is in need of 
immediate assistance.”
Dr Snodgrass lost no time in going to rescue his old friend. He found Poe in a torn alpaca coat, soiled shirt,  
waistcoatless, tieless and wearing a battered palm-leaf hat. In his hand he still clutched a Malacca cane. Removed 
in an unconscious state to Washington College University Hospital, he was examined by the physician-in-charge,  
Dr Moran, who found his pulse low and his general condition one of exhaustion.

(Pope-Hennessy, 1934) p321

Despite his increasing fame, Poe remained in the same poverty which  
characterised most of his life. In 1836 he married his cousin, Virginia,  
who was then fourteen; she died eleven years later of tuberculosis […]  
Writing of the effect of Virginia’s death, Poe said: “I became insane 
with long intervals of horrible sanity. During these fits of absolute  
unconsciousness, I drank … my enemies referred the insanity to the 
drink, rather than the drink to the insanity.” 

The Complete Tales and Poems of Edgar Allen Poe,  
Penguin, 1982, (preface)

My sensitive temperament could not stand an excitement which was an everyday matter to my companions … But it is 
now quite four years since I have abandoned every kind of alcoholic drink – four years, with the exception of a single 
deviation which occurred shortly after my leaving Burtons, and when I was induced to resort to the occasional glass 
of cider, with the hope of relieving a nervous attack. [Poe on the “alcohol issue” to his friend Joseph Snodgrass, 1841]

The Everything Guide to Poe,  
Shelly Costa Bloomfield, 2007 p138

When he recovered consciousness, Dr Carter, as earnestly as he knew 
how, warned him that another such attack would prove undoubtedly fatal 
and that, if he wished to live, he must utterly abstain from drink. Poe, torn 
by remorse, sobbed bitterly, bemoaned his fate and recounted his striv-
ings to free himself of “vice”. He vowed to control himself in future and 
never again yield. Soon after, to strengthen his resolution he joined the 
Shockloe Hill Division of the Sons of Temperance and took the pledge be-
fore the president, W.J. Glenn; an event reported in the press. For the rest 
of his stay in Richmond Poe seems to have kept the pledge.

Edgar Allan Poe 1809-1849, a Critical Biography,  
Una Pope-Hennessy, 1934 p196

Poe’s conversion was noted in the Philadelphia papers and Mr Glenn swore that the great poet’s abstinence 
was now a fact.

The Extraordinary Mr Poe: A Biography of Edgar Allan Poe,  
Wolf Mankowitz, 1978 p236



Poe’s last days were strangely similar to those of another poète maudit, Dylan Thomas, who died in a New  
York hospital, a century later, at the age of thirty-nine. Both suicidal poets took an alcoholic overdose, became  
unconscious, suffered delirium tremens, fell into a coma and died four days later. John Malcolm Brinin has  
described Thomas’ last Poe-like hours: “his fever had subsided; his breathing had become so slight as to be  
almost audible; and now and then would be little gasps and long breathless intervals that threatened to last  
forever. His face was wan and expressionless, his eyes half-opened for moments at a time, his body inert.”
The poet John Berryman, himself an alcoholic, was with Thomas at the time of his death and described his 
 hopeless corpse-like condition: 

        Tubes all over, useless versus coma,
        On the third day his principle physician
        Told me to pray he’d die, brain damage such
        His bare stub feet stuck out.

[John Berryman, In Memoriam (1914-1953)]  
Dylan Thomas in America,  
John Malcolm Brinin, 1955 p291-292

We now realise how many of the characterisa-
tions of Poe’s works were conditioned by his 
personality, and can see how that personality  
derived from intense emotional fixations and 
painful infantile experiences.

Sigmund Freud’s preface to The Life and Works 
of Edgar Allan Poe: a Psycho Analytic 
Interpretation, Marie Bonaparte, 1949

Poe’s last week probably resembled not only 
his experiences in Philadelphia, but also the  
events that followed his attempted suicide with  
laudanum in 1848. At that time, after experiencing  
“awful horrors”, he could not remember, for an 
entire week, what had just happened to him. 
While in some disreputable flop-house, Poe 
most likely remained drunk, semi-conscious and 
tormented by frightful visions. Six days later, he 
staggered into the street and collapsed in the 
gutter. Finally – in Hart Crane’s words – “they 
dragged [his] retching flesh,/ [His] trembling 
hands that night through Baltimore.”

(Meyers, 1992) p253

“He was in a sinking condition” wrote Moran, “yet  perfectly  
conscious. I had his body sponged with warm  water, to which  
spirits  had been added, sinapisms [mustard plaster] applied 
to his stomach and feet, cold applications to his head, and then  
administered a stimulating cordial.”

Edgar Allan Poe, his Life and his Legacy, 
Jeffrey Meyers, 1992 p254

Early on Sunday morning of the 7th October Edgar Allan Poe died; the usual 
offices were performed and kind medical students gave coat, trousers and vest 
wherewith to clothe the corpse […] The coffin looked too stark and cheap to be 
publicly exposed, so Mrs Moran helped by a friend made a neat muslin cover  
for it.

(Pope-Hennessy, 1934) p322



THE WINE QUESTION
The art of thus preserving wines was practiced by the Ancients so long as they retained their virtuous and manly 
character; but these salutary practices were abandoned when the reins of government were yielded to sensuality, and 
depraved man, who has, aided by the Devil, sought out many inventions, exchanged the delicious beverage of nature’s 
God, for those vile and deleterious compounds which inebriate, and sensualise and sink humanity below irrational 
brutes. 

A Treatise on the Nature, Properties and Composition of Ancient and Modern Wines, including the Wines of the  
Scriptures with answers to popular objections to the Wine question Tee-Totally Considered by the Rev. Francis  
Beardsall, Vice-President of the British association for the promotion of Temperance – also a brief account of  
Francis Beardsall’s Continental Wine Tour, 1890 

He has collected together foul waters – “the green mantle of  
the standing pool” – and putrescent bodies from places unusual –  
unmentionable – direct from the depositories of the public offals, for 
the sole purpose of manufacturing Ales (ails) for the community.

A Second Declaration of Independence; or the 
Manifesto of all the Washington Total Abstinence  
Societies of the United States, 2nd ed., 1841 by  
Jesse W. Goodrich

Woe unto them that are mighty to 
drink wine, and men of strength to 
mingle strong drink.

Isaiah, v 22

Before the Kingdom of Judah similarly ended, a lesson was taught them by God commanding Jeremiah to assemble 
a household of sojourning Rechabites and place wine before them, which he did. The Rechabites replied that their 
forefather had commanded them secure length of days by abstaining forever from wine, and by living a Nomadic life, 
and they therefore refused the wine. God, contrasting such obedience against Judah’s disobedience, condemned the 
latter to captivity, while He said of the Rechabites they “shall not want a man to stand before Me ever” – a promise 
repeatedly verified. Thus, Dr Wolfe, when in Arabia in 1836, found the multiplied descendants of Rechab still  
distinctive, and practicing their old abstinence and other principles.

The Temperance Movement: its Origin and Development by Joseph Malins, Wad & Lock’s Penny Biographies,  
December 9, 1882

Wine is a mocker.

Proverbs, xx.1

Look not thou upon the wine when it is red, & c. At the last it 
biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an adder.

Proverbs, xxiii. 31

Ask any economist how pauperism can be prevented, when so much 
idleness is due to the waste in drink of time, strength and money. 
The Earl of Shaftsbury, who was for sixteen years chairman of the 
commission in lunacy, declares that sixty out of every hundred come 
to these asylums directly through drink. Ask any doctor how many 
idiots are born of drunken parents.

The Artizan’s Thrift and Temperance Companion,  
Rev. W.J. Spriggs-Smith, 1887 p11

The French are now on the high road to intemperance; and that, if not  
preserved by teetotalism the French will, ere long, like England, become a  
nation of drunkards. The French, generally, are not drunkards, according  
to the common acceptation of that term; but many of them are “regular  
drinkers”, and not a few are “soakers”. Some Frenchmen, who do not  
“stagger”, I believe, drink much more intoxicating beverage than some of our  
“drunkards”; the difference consists in “timing it”; the one drinking regularly, 
and becoming “seasoned”, and the other drinking more at a sitting, and  
becoming drunk – They “time it better”, as the Scotchman said to his pastor.

A Treatise on the Nature, Properties and Composition of Ancient and Modern 
Wines of the Scriptures, Rev. Francis Beardsall, 1890

The popular inference that water was the primitive beverage is crystallised in the phrase which yet calls it “Adam’s 
Ale”; yet Milton, not unreasonably depicts Eve drinking and enjoying the “inoffensive must” freshly pressed from  
the luscious vine fruit. The brief records of the next seventeen hundred years give no indication of the existence  
of fermented or intoxicating wine; but then came the Deluge, after which Noah planted a vineyard, and became  
drunken. An Hebrew fable says that Noah’s vines were fertilised by the blood of a sheep, an ape, a lion, and a sow; 
and thereafter wine drinkers became successively innocent, mischievous, fierce, and filthy, like those animals.

The Temperance Movement: its Origin and Development by Joseph Malins, Wad & Lock’s Penny Biographies,  
December 9, 1882



[John the Baptist’s] Divine Master was under no such pledge, and certainly drank “the fruit of the vine”  
at the last supper, and turned a large quantity of water into wine at the marriage of Cana: but abstainers  
generally believe such wine to have been analogous to the pure unfermented blood of the grape which is  
still  attainable, and not to the fermented wine which they admit was also in common use. The cause, however, 
need not depend upon disputed points, for its Christian adherents can anchor their principles to Paul’s words: 
“It is good neither to eat flesh, nor drink wine, nor anything whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is offended, or 
is made weak.”

(Malins, 1882)

The sublime John Milton was a water drinker too; so 
was the poet  Waller. Sir Isaac Newton was generally 
abstemious, and so was John Locke. Sir Matthew Hale 
vowed against health drinking. Benjamin Franklin, when 
working as a journeyman printer in London in 1727 drank 
only water, and showed his shop mates how a penny loaf 
was better than a pint of beer. Pepys Diary tells how he 
himself improved by giving up wine; Dr Samuel Johnson 
strictly abstained; and John Wesley denounced Spirit 
sellers as “poisoners general” and forbad preachers 
dram drinking.

(Malins, 1882)

Wine feasts and sly drinking are as rife among factory girls in London as they were alleged to be in  
Birmingham at our conference in Halesowen on Saturday, said secretary of British Temperance Association 
to a Daily Express representative yesterday.
The Rev B.P. Jenkinson, chairman of the Leeds Temperance Council, has made the assertion that working 
girls in Leeds are in the habit of organising factory and workshop carousals, known as “fuddles” and that 
the drinking which takes place on these occasions is having a bad effect on both health and morals. 
These “fuddles”, says Mr Jenkinson, are usually held to celebrate a holiday, a birthday, or a wedding, and 
the money is provided by each girl contributing something, usually 2s, 6d. In addition to food, port wine, 
rum and whisky are bought, and many of the younger girls are induced to drink against their wish for fear 
of being ridiculed by their companions. It is alleged that many girls who first take drink at these carousals 
become habituated to it and cannot give it up.

Yorkshire Evening Post, 20th February, 1922

Should a public house be a mere quick-drink – a place 
divorced from any form of entertainment but that of 
swallowing beer or whisky? To that the public house 
has pretty well been reduced. But it is a thousand pities 
that it should be so. There is no reason why. Alike in the 
interests of innocent pleasure and of temperance it is 
vitally important that the visitor to a public house should 
be offered as varied entertainment as possible, and no 
form of entertainment is more humanising, more better 
calculated to restrain the excessive, quick consumption 
of drinks, than the provision of music.

True Temperance Tracts No. 1,  
ENTERTAINMENT ON LICENCED PREMISES, 1922

Although alcohol can be utilised like the other foodstuffs 
as a source of energy for muscular work, its other  
physiological effects on the body render it a disadvanta-
geous food for this purpose, so that its consumption  
before or during arduous feats requiring strenuous  
activity or coordination of movement is not to  
be recommended.

True Temperance Tracts No 9,  
A Scientific View (True Temperance Association)  
Donnington House, Norfolk Street, London

Whether during this period alcohol is of advantage or the reverse is a point 
on which we have a great body of experience to guide us. The result of this 
experience has been to show that during a course of training such as that 
undergone by the university crews for the Boat Race, or for other forms of 
athleticism, generally under medical advice, a moderate allowance of alco-
hol is usual, and in some cases is actually recommended. Most of men drink 
half a pint of beer at lunch and a pint at dinner, and an occasional glass of 
port at the latter meal is not excluded. It has been found that insistence 
on total abstinence may conduce in some cases to excessive worry and to 
sleeplessness. 

True Temperance Tracts No. 9 – A Scientific View

Under the influence of alcohol past troubles cease to repeat themselves and  
to reverberate in his mind. The worries of the day fell off like a garment, and he  
acquired a restful and contented state of mind, in which he takes a more sanguine  
view of the present and the future, and leaves difficulties and dangers til the morrow, 
when he will be prepared to deal with them refreshed and restored by the night’s 
sleep.

The Action of Alcohol on Man, Professor B.S. Starling, True Temperance Tracts

We have chosen to call the two chief imps of alcohol that 
is wine and beer, Wild Beasts, the better to warn you 
against them. Let us take each letter of which those two 
words are composed, and see if they do not utter a warn-
ing note respecting these two roarless lions, that roam 
so freely among us.

 
 Wine Beer
 Is Excites
 Liquid Adds
 Death Strength
  To
  Sin

Foolish Fancies, a Humerous Temperance Dialogue for 
Three Characters by T.H. Evans, 1880 p9



TEMPERANCE DRAMA
By the mid 1840s, there were, according to author Bayard 
Rust Hall, temperance hotels; temperance saloons;  
temperance picnics; “temperance Negro operas;  
temperance theatres; temperance eating houses, and  
temperance everything.”

Theatre, Culture and Temperance Reform in Nineteenth-
Century America, John W. Frick, 2003 p19

At first, drinking among African-Americans  
was carefully controlled by colonial governments  
or slave masters who, although they permitted and even 
 furnished alcoholic beverages to their labourers,  
restricted its use. Nevertheless, over time alcohol abuse  
became a problem among both freed blacks and slaves.  
Many slave owners, having discovered that making their  
slaves dependent upon the bottle rendered them more  
subservient, increased daily liquor rations thereby  
ensuring additional social control over their slaves;  
and, increased intemperance.

(Frick, 2003) p37

On June 6, 1900, in one of her first forays from Medicine 
Lodge, Carry Nation travelled to nearby Kiowa to attack 
saloons. This small Kansas town had at least three  
bars in operation despite the two-decade old state ban  
on the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquor.  
Singing her favourite hymn – “Who Hath Sorrow? Who 
Hath Woe? – Nation wrecked the liquor-selling estab-
lishments […] To Nation, the government was “more 
responsible than the dive keeper” for the evils caused 
by the liquor trade. She further justified her actions  
on two other grounds. First, that her experience  
as a “Jail Evangelist” convinced her that the bars “ 
manufactured many criminals” who “burdened” the 
county and country. And second, that if the town  
officials would not enforce the law, someone else – like 
herself – would. Upon completing her work, she dared 
the authorities to arrest her; when they did not  
she returned home.

Shaping the Eighteenth Amendment: Temperance  
Reform, Legal Culture and the Polity, 1890-1920, 
Richard F. Hamm, 1995, introduction

From every Temperance Meeting the remotest semblance 
of levity ought most carefully to be excluded; I refer to 
the levity which delights in a roar of laughter, when it 
should seek the conversion of the soul, and connects 
the wretched excitement of vociferous merriment, with a 
cause which is identified with heaven and with hell. O it 
is revolting to the feelings and disgusting to the very soul, 
when the platform of this Society is made to furnish a 
stage for the display of the antics of grimacing  
buffoonery, and when mountebank tricks played, and  
shouting and tumults are heard, which however  
appropriate they may be among the ale benches and tap 
rooms of the beastly haunts of maddened intoxication, 
are absolutely abominable in places and meetings where 
everything is calculated to inspire the profoundest  
solemnity, and which are professedly held in the presence 
of the Omniscient Judge of the living and the dead.  

Principles and Maxims for Temperance Societies: an 
address to the Temperance Society of Leeds by Edward 
Parsons, 1835

 
For the drunkard and the glutton shall come poverty, and 
drowsiness shall clothe a man with rags.

1 Corinthians, 6th chapter, v 10 

To appeal to all kinds of people the Order had to provide 
a variety of opportunities for enjoyment and service, for 
personal growth and moral witness. It offered a  
non-sectarian religiosity, as well as colourful regalia 
and secret handshakes, passwords and rituals. 

The Collected Writing of Jessie Forsyth 1847-1937,  
The Good Templars and Temperance Reform on  
Three Continents, David M. Fahey (ed.) 1988 p9

If these persons can say, “I have taken the pledge, do 
not ask me to break my word,” they feel they have a safe 
guard. A joke or two may be made on their refusal, but 
they may say to themselves, “let those laugh that win,” 
and if they win the victory over temptation to exceed, 
they indeed have cause to rejoice with thankfulness.

Why Did You Take the Pledge?  Lady John Manners, 
National Temperance Publications Depot, 1886 p5

One may say that in a therapeutic social  
movement the participant is “discontented with  
himself” rather than society and accepts the blame or  
responsibility as his own; one should rectify one’s own 
interior (moral) condition before one can hope to  
rectify “the world”. Put another way, the person “ 
protests” his own behaviour, the way that he perceives 
that he is perceived by others; and, if there is to be 
change, he adopts a method for securing satisfaction of 
his protest about himself. Perhaps professional social  
scientists might call this “blaming the victim!”

Beware the First Drink! The Washington Temperance 
Movement and Alcoholics Anonymous,  
Leonard U. Blumberg and William L. Pittman,  
1991 p6

Persons who were “tavern haunters” or who idled in 
taverns were to have their names posted on the local 
tavern doors. In parlance of our own day, they were 
thereby “flagged” […] Tavern keepers who then served 
them were liable to be fined $10, a substantial amount 
of money in those days. A person who was publicly 
intoxicated “so he thereby was disabled in the use of 
reason and understanding” was to be fined $1.34 and, in 
lieu of money, was to be sentenced to the stocks for 
1 to 3 hours.

(Blumberg & Pittman, 1991) p44 

When the Baltimore delegation held their first meeting 
in New York City, a charismatic situation developed. It 
began when John Hawkins was dramatically telling  
his life experiences as a drunkard and how he had  
been saved from the toils of King Alcohol. A drunken  
young man in the first row balcony called out that he  
wished he too could successfully stop drinking. 
Hawkins responded that he could, that he should come 
down and sign the pledge, that those assembled would 
help him in the difficult readjustment period, and that he 
too would be a Washingtonian. Suddenly, the situation 
was fraught with a high degree of tension as the  
audience urged him to come down and sign the pledge.
When he rose from his seat and came to the table in the 
front of the auditorium, there was tremendous  
applause; shortly thereafter, several dozen drunkards 
followed in his steps. 

(Blumberg & Pittman, 1991) p89



“THESE UNFORTUNATES”

“You might say it’s a disgrace,” spoke one woman in the 
slums of Chicago late in nineteenth century, “to have 
your son beat you up for the sake of a bit of money you’ve 
earned scrubbing, but I haven’t the heart to blame the 
boy for what he’s seen his father do all his life; his father 
forever went wild when the drink was in him and struck 
me to the very day of his death.”

The Spirit of America: a Social History of Alcohol,  
Eric Burns, 1984 p98

Next day he was summoned to a married lady, aged 
twenty-four, whose young daughter of five years was 
terribly alarmed at the dangerous illness of her mother. 
The latter was simply drunk. Another case was that of 
a maiden lady of independent fortune, aged forty-two, 
who was said to be lying on her face, dead, on the floor 
of her room. Dr. Kerr found her dead drunk. The wife of 
a labourer, aged forty was so drunk that she was locked 
up for riotous conduct in the street. The wife of a house 
painter had been over two hundred times in prison for 
drunkenness. A skilled, high-class female was engaged 
to take charge of a wealthy dipsomaniac female patient. 
One night, shortly after she entered on her duties, Dr. 
Kerr was sent for suddenly, as she was said to be  
dangerously ill. He found her drunk. A married lady of 
excellent position, with a large grown-up family, had  
become so inveterate a sot that she fancied herself in  
immediate peril of criminal assault and kept a private  
detective to protect her against such violence. A lady 
aged thirty-six, died recently from intemperance, whose 
husband had no suspicion of the truth, her daughter 
having been brought up to bring her first the wine, and 
latterly the gin, to her mother in her muff.

The Heredity of Alcohol by Norman Kerr M.D., read at 
the International Congress for the Study of Alcoholism 
held at Brussels, August, 1880

His poor wife rose to meet him, and Ben mechanically put 
his hand in his pocket to give her what money remained. 
It was empty. He turned to his wife and told her in harsh 
tones he had nothing for her. She burst into tears, and 
Ben, irritated and angry with himself, swore at her, and 
asked why the fire was out, and what she meant by crying 
for nothing. The poor woman murmured in response, that 
she had no coal, and hoped he would have been home  
before; when Ben, scarcely knowing what he did, raised 
his hand to strike her – the blow fell on the face of the 
sleeping child she carried. The blood gushed from  
its mouth.

“Ben Cheery’s Christmas Box” Temperance Stated and 
Illustrated by Eminent Writers, 1886

The little boy cried “O, pa!” and ran whimpering round the table, but the 
man followed him and caught him by the coat. The little boy looked about 
him wildly but, seeing no way of escape, fell upon his knees.
“Now, you’ll let the fire out the next time!” said the man striking at him 
vigorously with the stick. “Take that, you little whelp!”
The boy uttered a squeal of pain as the stick cut his thigh. He clasped his 
hands together in the air and his voice shook with fright.
“O, pa!” he cried. “Don’t beat me, pa! And I’ll... I’ll say a Hail Mary for 
you.... I’ll say a Hail Mary for you, pa, if you don’t beat me.... I’ll say a Hail 
Mary....”

“Counterparts” James Joyce, Dubliners, 1914

Well, it so happened that for two or three calls in succession I found two  
or three women of the working class order drinking in the room wherein  
generally I received the accounts and orders. One of them, more free  
than the rest, addressed me thus: “Sir, are not you going to treat us?” 
“I have no objection,” I replied. But when the final occasion arrived, the 
woman in question urged me very strongly to pay for the second glass for her, 
but to which I demurred – on principle, mind. Well, at any rate, I told her that it 
was shameful on her part to be out of her home, so early in the day, drinking, 
and that she might, if inclined, find better employment. 
However, to cut a long story short, it turned out that on the Saturday night 
of the same week she was drunk, and in trying to ascend the stairs to her 
bedroom with the aid of a paraffin oil lamp, fell; the lamp burst, set fire to her 
clothes, and before help had reached her was burnt almost like a cinder.

“Alcohol: as it was, as it is, and as it ever shall be - the enemy of the  
human race”, My Own Experience by Joseph McCorry, Ex-brewer’s Traveller, 
1886 p15

A young lad, whose parents and himself I knew well,  
intimately well, embarked as an assistant to a publican. 
He was a good boy then, and had been a regular atten-
dant at Sunday school and church. He learned to drink, 
and gamble, and smoke, however and how many other  
vicious habits I know not until he was about eighteen, 
when he fancied he was a man. Well, it so happened that 
on a certain day he accompanied a few companions to 
one of the many public pleasure resorts in the town in 
search of enjoyment, and while there got drunk, strayed 
away from his friends, and either walked into or fell into 
a canal hard by and was drowned – another of drink’s 
victims.

My Own Experience, Joseph McCorry, 1886



The subject matter of this narrative was a medical doctor, who was very able, clever, and skilful at his profession. 
He, however, poor fellow, had the misfortune to give way to a strong desire for drink, so much so, indeed, as to be 
at times quite unfit or unable with safety to attend to his patients. One by one his patients turned him over, until at 
length he had few, if any, left, the result of which was that he fell into debt. Yet he reformed not. Drink still held him 
enslaved – firmly enslaved – in its unrelenting grasp. But perhaps he did not try for freedom. However, be that as it 
may, he died in the prime of his life in a state of the most abject poverty, leaving his delicate wife – nay, his helpless 
wife and children – to mourn his loss and deplore his fate. Nothing More!

(McCorry, 1882)

One night father came home sober.

Temperance Pictorial Tracts,  
Scottish Temperance League, Glasgow, 1880

In this case the victim was a young man of about twenty-two or there-
abouts. He was good-looking, intelligent and sprightly; but as a matter 
of course had acquired the habits of drinking, swearing, gambling to 
perfection … In truth the betting mania had so absorbed his thoughts 
to lead him on by degrees to venture larger sums day by day. However a 
time came when in a paroxysm of despair through a run of bad luck, he 
staked his all on a horse which he fancied would easily win, but it lost. 
Well that untoward event not only annoyed him, but, as well, led him 
to get drunk, mad drunk, when, being possessed of a revolver, he  
determined in a frenzied moment to shoot himself therewith, and failed 
not in his purpose.

(McCorry, 1882)

Those boys were unprecedented, portentous walkers. They thought nothing 
of walking twenty-five or thirty miles in a day. But what seemed stranger 
still, considering none was above school age, they were also unprecedent-
ed, portentous drinkers. In a mere five-mile walk they would stop at as many 
'pubs' and drink a pint or two of powerful beer each. Even the youngest, 
who had not turned fifteen, would get through his six pints in an afternoon. 
And if anyone was sick, so much the better for him. That made room for 
more. Neither Jacques, who had a weak stomach - though he was used to 
a certain amount of wine at home - nor Geoffrey, who disliked the taste of 
beer, and besides attended a strict Wesleyan school, could stand this medi-
eval pace. But indeed the whole family drank inordinately. Old Taskerson, a 
kindly man, had lost the only one of his sons who'd inherited any degree of 
literary talent; every night he sat brooding in his study with the door open, 
drinking hour after hour, his cats on his lap, his evening paper crackling  
distant disapproval of the other sons, who for their part sat drinking  
hour after hour in the dining room. Mrs Taskerson, a different woman at  
home, where she perhaps felt less necessity of making a good impression,  
sat with her sons, her pretty face flushed, half disapproving too, but  
nevertheless cheerfully drinking everyone else under the table. It was true 
the boys usually had a head start. Not that they were the sort ever to be 
seen staggering about outside the house. It was a point of honour with them 
that, the drunker they became, the more sober they should appear. As a rule  
they walked fabulously upright, shoulders thrown back, eyes front, like  
guardsman on duty, only, towards the end of the day, very, very slowly, with 
that same “erect manly carriage”. Even so it was by no means an unusual 
occurrence in the morning to discover the entire household sleeping on the 
dining-room floor. Yet no one seemed to feel any the worse for it. And the 
pantry was always bulging with barrels of beer to be tapped by anyone who 
did. Healthy and strong, the boys ate like lions.

Under the Volcano, Malcolm Lowery, 1947

Psychiatrists see alcoholism as a mask: it distorts and hides the mental 
disorders that have caused it. It was therefore necessary to take heroic 
measures to free Lowry, as least temporarily from his craving for alcohol. 
Accordingly, he was now subjected to a procedure that sounds barbaric in 
the extreme to laymen: apomorphine aversion treatment. Lowry was to be 
totally isolated, placed in a tiny cell illuminated only by a small red bulb 
(“It adds to the horror,” a cheerful orderly told Lowry), for ten days, during 
which time he would be given injections of apomorphine and allowed to 
drink as much alcohol as he wished. The apomorphine was to induce  
nausea and vomiting, which, in theory, Lowry was then to associate with 
the experience of drinking alcohol, creating in him a conditioned aversion  
to drinking. Very little food was given to him, and very little water; the  
emphasis was to be on alcohol, whenever he wanted it. “I got so thirsty  
I drank my own piss,” Lowry afterwards said to Margerie.  
Most victims of this savage rite collapsed after five days; few lasted out the 
whole ten. After ten days with very little food, water or sleep, Lowry was 
going strong, and in better spirits than he had been in for months. He was 
pulled out, given forty-eight hours’ rest, saline solution, glucose, tomato 
juice and a little food. Then back into the cell for another treatment. Lowry, 
nonpareil self-punisher, lasted twenty-one days. On Christmas Eve, only 
a couple of days after completing the treatment, he and another alcoholic 
burst out of Atkinson Morley’s and, as Margerie said,“simply raised hell”.

Malcolm Lowry: a biography, Douglas Day, 1973 p28

The man could not shave himself.  
   In lieu of a belt he knotted a  
rope or a discarded necktie around  
his waist. Mornings, he needed  
three ounces of gin in his orange  
juice if he was to steady his hand  
to eat the breakfast that would very  
likely prove his only meal of the day.  
Thereafter a diminishing yellow tint  
in the glass might belie the fact that  
now he was drinking the gin neat,  
which he did for as many hours as  
it took him to. Ultimately he would  
collapse – sometimes sensible 
enough of his condition to lurch 
toward a bed, though more often he 
would crash down in a chair, and 
once it was across the phonograph. 
Then he would hack and splutter 
through the night like some great 
defective machine breaking apart.

Malcolm Lowry: a Reminiscence, 
David Markson, 1966 p164

MALCOM
LOWRY



In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.

Kubla Khan
Or, a vision in a dream. A Fragment.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1816

THE ROMANTIC IMAGINATION

No conclusions can be drawn from the mental processes of such men as Coleridge 
and De Quincey, exceptional in any age and living in a psychological environment 
now utterly vanished, which will be valid for the defiant,  
ignorant adolescents who are the great majority of today’s addicts.

Opium and the Romantic Imagination, Althea Hayter, 1968 p12

Mr Hardy, the surgeon of the Maidstone, was alerted and the rumour went round the convoy that one of the 
Speedwell’s passengers was dying. Coleridge knew he had become the Jonas of the fleet.
The opium doses had completely blocked his bowels. The shame, guilt and horrid symbolism of this seized 
upon him. His body had closed upon itself, just as his mind had become fruitless and unproductive. He was 
a vessel full of mephitic horror. His journal becomes extraordinarily explicit, and details his sufferings with 
weird, unsparing exactitude. “Tuesday Night, a dreadful Labour, & fruitless throes, of costiveness –  
individual faeces, and constricted orifices. Went to bed & dozed & started in great distress.”
Wednesday, 9 May was “a day of horror”. He spent the morning sitting over a bucket of hot water, “face 
convulsed, & the sweat streaming from me like Rain”. Captain Findlay brought the Speedwell alongside the 
Maidstone, and sent for Mr Hardy. “The Surgeon instantly came, went back for Pipe & Syringe & returned  
& with extreme difficulty & the exertion of his utmost strength injected the latter. Good God! – What a  
sensation when the obstruction suddenly shot up!” Coleridge lay with a hot water bottle on his belly “with 
pains & sore uneasiness, & indescribable desires”, instructed to retain himself as long as possible. “At 
length went: O what a time! – equal in pain to any before. Anguish took away all disgust, & I picked out the 
hardened matter & after a while was completely relieved.”
The humiliation of this experience never left Coleridge. He knew it was caused by opium, and he reverted 
to it frequently. From now on he dreaded the enema, as the secret sign and punishment for his addiction. 
The pain of “frightful constipation when the dread filth impales the lower Gut”, was unlike any other illness, 
because it was shameful and could not be talked about “openly to all” like rheumatism, or other chronic 
complaints. It crept into his dreams, and haunted him with its grotesque symbolism of false  
birth and unproductivity. 

Coleridge: Darker Reflections, Richard Holmes, 1999 p14

The mythology of opium flowed into Europe in the stories of returning travellers from the East, who told of the endur-
ance feats of the Tartar couriers, and even of their horses, when both man and beast were fortified against fatigue by 
opium; of the Turkish soldiers who took the drug to nerve their courage before going into battle.

Opium and the Romantic Imagination, Althea Hayter, 1968 p22

Sopha’d on silk, amid her charm-built towers,
Her meads of asphodel, and amaranth bowers,
Where Sleep and Silence guard the soft abodes,
In sullen apathy PAPAVER nods.
Faint o’er her couch in scintillating streams
Pass their forms of Fancy and of Dreams;
Froze by enchantment on the velvet ground,
Fair youths and beauteous ladies glitter round;
On crystal pedestals they seem to sigh,
Bend the meek knee, and lift the imploring eye.
And now the sorceress bares her shrivel’d hand,
And circles thrice in air her ebon wand;
Flushed with new life descending statues talk,
The pliant marble softening as they walk …
To viewless lutes aerial voices sing,
And hovering loves are heard on rustling wing.
She waves her wand again – fresh horrors seize
Their stiffening limbs, their vital currents freeze;
By each cold nymph her marble lover lies,
And iron slumbers seal their glassy eyes.

“The Loves of the Plants” canto II, 1. 267 et seq., Erasmus Darwin, The Botanic Garden, 
1791

Late one summer night in 1854 a friend found him on the Dean Bridge in Edinburgh, gazing at the sleeping city, the 
hills and the sea. He should have been at a dinner party given by friends, but he had been unable to summon up the 
spirits for it. Nothing but a large dose of laudanum, he said, could give him the energy to meet obligations either for 
work or for social engagements, but he dared not repeat such doses too often, and the intervals were times of misery. 

Personal Reflections of Thomas de Quincey, J.R. Findley, 1886 p33

He speaks of opium excess … the excess of 
twenty-five years – as a thing to be laid aside  
easily and forever within seven days; and yet, on 
the other hand, he describes it pathetically,  
sometimes with frantic pathos, as the scourge, 
the curse, the one almighty blight which has  
desolated his life.

“Coleridge and opium eating” The Works of 
Thomas De Quincey, vol 2 p71-111

Who was the man who invented laudanum? I thank him from the bottom of my heart … I have had six delicious hours 
of oblivion; I have woken up with my mind composed; I have written a perfect little letter – and all through the modest 
little bottle of drops which I see on my bedroom chimney piece at the moment. Drops, you are darling! If I love  
nothing else, I love you!

Wilkie Collins quoted in The Hashish Club, P. Haining (ed.) 1975 p66

A dose of chloral Monday. Sour milk Tuesday, laudanum Wednesday, on Thursday a little spirits, while on Friday you 
might moderately content yourself with fifteen to twenty-five drops of Chloradyne. In this way you would not grow  
hardened to any one of them, and each would retain its full power and proper efficiency.

“The unfortunate drug experiences of Dante Gabriel Rossetti” D.I. Macht and N.L. Gessford, Bulletin of the Institute 
for the History of Medicine, 6, 1938 p43-61



THE OPIUM OF THE PEOPLE
Opium use by the working class was much more likely to 
be considered problematic than the use of the drug by 
another class. The belief in working class “stimulant” use 
of opium helped justify the first restriction on the drug in 
the 1868 Pharmacy Act. Control of lower class usage of 
opium was at certain stages of the nineteenth century a 
clear aim in the formulation of legislation […]  
Concepts of addiction, of “inebriety” or “morphinism” in 
the nineteenth century terminology emphasised a  
distinction barely applied before between what was seen 
as “legitimate” medical use and “illegitimate”  
non-medical use.

Opium and the People: Opiate Use in Nineteenth Century 
England, Virginia Berridge and Griffith Edwards,  
1981 xxviii

In Salford, customers who regularly took a teaspoon-
ful of laudanum would come and beg for a dose in bad 
times when they had no money.

Minutes of Evidence of the Royal Commission on Opium, 
P.P., 1894 LXI.

Godfrey’s Cordial was a “children’s opiate” made  
according to various recipes based on laudanum.  
Other children’s soothing syrups included Mrs Winslow’s  
Soothing Syrup, Atkinson’s Infants Preservative, and  
Street’s Infants Quietness.

Opium and the People: Opiate Use in Nineteenth Century 
England, Virginia Berridge and Griffith Edwards, 1981, 
xix

Opium lozenges given like sweets as a treat to a  
shopkeeper’s child; a pub keeper sucking morphine  
lozenges for a sore throat – these are incidents  
which, slight in themselves, recall a time when opium  
was freely available and culturally sanctioned. Opium  
was itself the “opiate of the people”. Lack of access to  
orthodox medical care, the as yet unconsolidated nature  
of the medical profession and, in some areas, a positive  
hostility to professional medical treatment ensured  
the position it held in popular culture.

(Berridge, 1981) p37

The exhalations emitted by these closely concentrated 
opium poppies plantations especially in the morning  
and after sunset, are described by the Turks as very  
dangerous, and they avoid them by retiring towards  
evening to their huts, which they do not leave until after 
the rising of the sun. As soon as the moisture of the 
atmosphere begins towards evening to be condensed, a 
strong narcotic smell is developed. Thus, in those  
unaccustomed to it, gives rise in about quarter of an hour 
to headaches and nausea.

“On the preparation of Smyrna opium” Dr Landever, 
Pharmaceutical Journal, 10 1850-51

The drug wholesaling houses were by the mid-nineteenth 
century importing many other drugs direct, but opium  
at this period still remained the province of the Turkey  
merchants. Drug brokers, active in the Mincing Lane  
and Mark Lane areas of the city since the seventeenth  
century, were used by these merchants to conduct  
detailed sale negotiations.

(Berridge, 1981) p9

Many drugs were sold on the open market and auctions 
of opium did take place at Garraway’s Coffee House by 
the Royal Exchange, the centre for London drug sales. 
But opium seems to have been dealt with more often by 
private arrangement than by auction […] Drug broking 
was an expanding occupation in early nineteenth  
century London. There were only three brokers  
specialising in drugs and spices in the 1830s, but around 
thirty by the 1850s.

(Berridge, 1981) p31

I have been really frightened to see them take it in such 
quantities, I thought it would have killed them. When 
they came into the shop I have seen them look very 
bad, and have asked them if they were used to taking it 
in such large doses, and they have said, “Oh yes!” But 
I certainly thought by the ravenous way in which they 
took it out of the box, they wanted to poison themselves.

Morning Chronicle, 26 December 1850

She could not afford to pay for the nursing of the child, and so gave it Godfrey’s to keep quiet, that she might not 
be interrupted at the lace place; she gradually increased the quantity by a drop or two at a time until it needed a 
teaspoonful; when the infant was four months old it was so “wankle” and thin that folks persuaded her to give it 
laudanum to bring it on, as it did other children.

Women Workers in the Industrial Revolution, 1750-1850, I. Pinchbeck, 1930 p197



CHARLES BAUDELAIRE
Ant-seething city, city full of dreams,
Where ghosts by daylight tug the passer’s sleeve …
Coaxed my weary soul with me to pace
The back streets shaken by each lumbering cart.

The Seven Old Men, Charles Baudelaire, 1857
I am like a soul in torment … I was silly enough to let my 
mother go off on a trip without asking her for money, 
and here I am, alone, not short of meat or bread etc, but 
completely without a sou and exposed to all kinds of 
inconveniences as a result of this disaster. I was  
wondering – if it’s not too much trouble to you – if you 
would be kind enough to send me (immediately I’m 
afraid) a postal order for 20 francs, which I’ll pay back 
on the first of the month provided you agree not to laugh 
too much at my promise. I shall have to go to Paris then. 
If you could be so kind as to do this for me before five 
o’clock, your reply will get here first thing the day after 
tomorrow … To give you some idea of how hard up I am, 
which is the only possible excuse for such a ridiculous 
request, I absolutely have to go to La Havre for a few 
hours (but please don’t imagine I’ve got some kind of 
debauchery in mind), and I can’t go, because I haven’t 
enough money to do so.

Baudelaire, Correspondence, Claude Pichois (ed.), 1973, 
vol 1, 14 May 1859 p573, “letter to Nadar”

That Baudelaire’s biographers have consistently failed 
to make the connection between his abuse of opium 
and his personality defects and chaotic lifestyle is not 
surprising, however. It was only in the last decades of 
the twentieth century that a proper understanding  
of the consequences of opiate addiction became  
clear. Before then, addiction was often clouded in  
a mixture of romantic bohemianism and shock-horror  
sensationalism. 

Baudelaire in Chains: Portrait of the Artist as a Drug 
Addict, Frank Hilton, 2004 p20

[Baudelaire] practises a variety of deception, not only in 
his day-to-day life, with his friends and family and  
colleagues, but even in his journal, where he urges him-
self to work harder, pay off his debts and give up  
“stimulants” – his word for laudanum and brandy – 
without ever succeeding in carrying out these urges. 
The habit of self-deception is too deeply ingrained to be 
eradicated without a desperate struggle.

Baudelaire in Chains, Frank Hilton, 2004 p110

While still in Brussels he suffered from many strokes and soon became partially paralysed in 1866. He relocated to 
Paris and was essentially under convalescence cared for primarily by his mother whose arms he died in at the very 
young age of forty-six. Four years later Arthur Rimbaud would call him “the king of poets”.

(Wikipedia)



About fifteen minutes later the attendant called, “Shot line!” Everyone in the ward lined up. As our names were 
called, we put an arm through a window in the door of the ward dispensary, and the attendant gave the shots. Sick 
as I was, the shot fixed me. Right away, I began to get hungry.
I walked up to the middle of the ward, where there were benches, chairs and a radio, and got in conversation with a 
thuggish-looking young Italian. He asked me if I had much of a record. I said no.
“You ought to be up with the Do-Rights,” he said. “You get a longer cure there and better rooms.”
The Do-Rights were people in Lexington for the first time, who were considered to be especially good prospects for 
a permanent cure. Evidently, the doctor in Reception didn’t think too much of my prospects.
Others drifted out and joined the conversation. The shot had made them feel sociable. First came a Negro from 
Ohio.
“How much time you bringing with you?” the Italian asked him.
“Three years,” the Negro said. He was in for forging and selling scripts. He began telling about a stretch he did in 
Ohio State. “That’s a fuck of a place to do time. A bunch of kids in there, rough little bastards. You get your stuff at 
the commissary and some punk comes up to you and says, ‘Give it to me.’ If you don’t give it to him, he belts you one 
in the kisser. Then they all gang up on you. You ain’t going to whip all of them.”
A gambling-house dealer from East St. Louis was describing a method for cooking the carbolic acid out of a phenol, 
sweet oil and tincture of opium script.
“I tell the croaker I’ve got an aged mother and she uses this prescription for piles. After you get the sweet oil 
drained off, you put the stuff in a tablespoon and hold it over a gas flame. That burns the phenol right out. It’ll hold 
you twenty-four hours.”
A handsome, powerfully built man of forty or so, with a tan complexion and iron-gray hair, was telling how his girl 
smuggled stuff to him in an orange. “So there we were in County. Goddamn both of us shitting in our pants like a 
goose. Hell, when I bit into that orange it was so bitter. Must have been fifteen or twenty grains in it, shot in with a 
hypo. I didn’t know she had that much sense.”
“The guard says to me, ‘Drug addict! Why you sonofabitch, you mean you’re a dope fiend! Well, you’ll get no  
medicine in here!’”
“Sweet oil and tincture. The oil floats to the top and you can draw it off with a dropper. Cooks up black as tar.”
“So I hit Philly sick as a sonofabitch.”
“Well, the croaker says ‘Okay, how much do you use?’”
“Ever use powdered Dilaudid? Lots of guys killed themselves with it. About as much as you can put on the end of a 
toothpick. The big end, that is, no more.”
“Cook it up and shoot it.”
“On the nod.”
“Loaded.”
“That was back in ‘33. Twenty-eight dollars an ounce.”
“We used to make a pipe out of a bottle and a rubber tube. When we got through smoking, we’d break the bottle.”
“Cook it up and shoot it.”
“On the nod.”
“Sure you can shoot cocaine in the skin. It hits you right in the stomach.”
“H and coke. You can smell it going in.”
Like hungry men who can talk about nothing but food. After a while the shot began to wear off. Conversation  
slackened. People drifted off to lie down, read or play cards. Lunch was served in the ward room and was an  
excellent meal.

Junky, William S. Burroughs, 1953

JUNKIES
Sept, 1978, I got a boring job in a library, where I met a 
lad and fell in love: deeply. He was trying to NOT smoke 
Marijuana, having smoked it daily for years (he was 
only 23) and I wanted to abstain from heroin. We had an 
incredible 19 months together, full of walks, sex, food, 
hugs and leather.  I decided to leave him in July 1980. To 
do that, I injected some heroin and went to his house. 
So many tears and so much pain: unbelievable levels of 
it. I cut my arm up with a knife and was accused by the 
shrink of being manipulative.

Andria, usersvoice.org, 2014

I realised that for years I had mistaken excitement 
for happiness.

Gavin S. recovering heroin addict, London, 2013

I, The Beast 666, wishing to prove the strength of my will 
and degree of my courage, have poisoned myself for the 
last two years and have succeeded finally in reaching 
a degree of intoxication such that the withdrawal of the 
drugs (heroin and cocaine) produces a terrible attack of 
the “Storm Fiend!” The acute symptoms arise suddenly, 
usually on awakening from a nap.

Diary of a Drug Fiend, Aleister Crowley, 1922 p14 When heroin was marketed as a cough remedy,  
beginning in 1898, its euphoric effects attracted  
young working-class men from crowded urban  
neighbourhoods seeking amusement. By 1910, heroin  
sniffing had become a well-established component of 
a repertoire of drug use patterns attached to a shifting 
urban entertainment scene that included dancehalls, 
poolrooms, and Vaudeville theatre. Sniffers became 
injectors, and in the 1920s, intravenous, rather than 
subcutaneous injection became increasingly common.

Creating the American Junkie, Addiction Research in 
the Classic Era of Narcotic Control, Caroline J. Acker, 
2002 p2

But is it not, I should think, inappropriate to suggest 
that a condign means of ridding the world of convicted 
heroin pushers is to prescribe an overdose. It happens 
that it is a humane way of dying, if one defines humane 
as relatively painless. And, of course, there is a  
rabbinical satisfaction in the idea that the pusher 
should leave this world in such circumstances as he has 
caused others to leave it.

“Rockefeller’s proposal”, William F. Buckley, Jr.  
Syracuse Post-Standard, February 15, 1973 p5



There were forces at work in the 1950s which favoured the 
growth of an illicit market in stimulants. For there were 
aggressive years when Bill Haley and the Comets  
(ironically 1968 has seen their return) were rocking 
around the clock.

The Drug Subculture: a Christian Analysis,  
Kenneth Leech, 1969 p15

British addicts were generally middle-class, geographically widely 
dispersed and rarely in contact with one another.

Narcotics, Delinquency and Social Policy: the Road to H.,  
Isidor Chein, 1964 p372

By the last decades of the [nineteenth] century, rates of 
opiate use among the American population were higher 
than before or since; use was particularly high among 
white middle-class, middle-aged women … But the range 
of use and users and the availability of syringe kits 
sold as fashion around 1900 make clear that much use  
corresponded to what we think of as non-medical  
use today – even when we refer to such us as  
non-medicating.

“How crack found a niche in the American ghetto: the 
historical epidemiology of drug-related harm”  
Caroline Acker, BioSocieties, 2010 p76

1.Non-Time and the passed past

Days spent – used up, stubbed out – remembering:  
nothing but yesterday’s boredom (tomorrow will be today, 
also.) The memories that addicted times produce are not 
disordered; the opposite. They are flat, commensurable 
with each, without distinguishing marks, like flat  
packed furniture, stacked. Amongst addicted days, there  
are no points of difference, between what could have  
been different times. The day-in-day-out of addiction is  
“non-time”: a day becomes the same day becomes the  
same day becomes the same. 

Bill Worthington, May 2014

Of the many productions in which Artaud acted, certainly the most exceptional was that of Sophocles’ Antigone in 
December 1922. This version, directed by Charles Dullin at the Atelier theatre in Montmartre, was adapted by Jean 
Cocteau and condensed to thirty minutes; the sets were by Pablo Picasso, the costumes by Coco Chanel, and the 
music by Arthur Honegger. It was a great success, despite a demonstration on the opening night by the Surrealists, 
who despised Cocteau for his contacts with Parisian high society […] During this period Artaud was himself  
alarmingly beautiful, with dark eyes, prominent cheekbones, and lips stained purple by the laudanum he had begun  
to take.

Antonin Artaud: Blows and Bombs, Stephen Barber, 1993 p16-17

Nothing records the effects of a sad life so graphically as 
the human body.

Palace of Desire, Naguib Mahfouz, 1994 p62



How to understand the death grip of addiction? What keeps Penny injecting after the spinal suppuration that nearly 
made her paraplegic? Why can’t Beverly give up shooting cocaine despite the HIV, the recurring abscesses I’ve had 
to drain on her body and the joint infections that repeatedly put her in hospital? What could have drawn Sharon back 
to the Downtown Eastside and her suicidal habit after a six-month getaway? How did she shrug off the deterrents of 
HIV and Hepatitis, a crippling bone infection and the chronic burning, piercing pain of exposed nerve endings?

(Maté, 2008) p28

In her last years Sharon was often in pain. Two large 
patches on her left shin were denuded of skin by 
 injection-induced bacterial infections. Reinfections 
caused repeated skin grafts to slough off, leaving the 
flesh continually exposed. The exasperated plastic 
surgeons at St Paul’s hospital considered further 
interventions futile. In her chronically swollen left 
knee a bone abscess lurked flaring up every so often 
and then subsiding. That osteomyelitis was never fully 
treated because Sharon couldn’t endure the six to 
eight weeks of hospitalisation required to complete 
the intravenous antibiotic regime, not even when it 
appeared amputation might be the only alternative. 
Unable to weight-bear owing to her inflamed knee 
joint, Sharon became hostage to a wheelchair in her 
early thirties. She’d propel it along Hastings sidewalk 
at astonishing speed, employing her strong arms and 
her right leg to boost herself along.

In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts: Close Encounters with 
Addiction, Gabor Maté, M.D. 2008 p26

He peers out the window at the sidewalk across the street, where a few fellow addicts are involved in a scene 
outside an Army and Navy store. There is much gesticulation and apparently aimless striding back and forth. “Look 
at them,” he says. “They’re stuck here. You know Doc, their life stretches from here to maybe Victory Square to the 
left and Fraser Street to the right. They never get out. I want to move away, don’t want to waste myself down here 
anymore.”
“Ah what’s the use? Look at me, I don’t even have socks.” Stan points at his worn-out running shoes and baggy, red 
cotton jogging pants with the elastic bunched a few inches above the ankles. 
“When I get on the bus in this outfit, people just know. They move away from me. Some stare; most don’t even look 
in my direction. You know what that feels like? Like I’m an alien. I don’t feel right til I’m back here; no wonder  
nobody ever leaves.”

In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts: Close Encounters with Addiction, Gabor Maté, M.D. 2008 p20

Blood clots are another problem. When you’ve been over flushing or it’s taken ages to get a proper hit, blood 
coagulates in the syringe, blocking it. Some of us just tip it all back in the spoon, filter the clot out and go again. 
This is a worrying and upsetting practice. If your hit has become too clotted (and you just can’t throw it away), take 
the spike off, insert the barrel gently up your bum, and push down (up!) the plunger. No really! Because of the large 
number of blood vessels in the anus, your hit will still come on really quickly and its GOT to be better than 
 upsetting yourself trying over and over to hit up.

(Black Poppy, 9, 2007)

Bill Burroughs has now entered the region of total 
 invisibility, and yet he’s highly visible, achieving cult  
status as the hippest person that ever lived although  
oddly, during this, his centenary year and given the  
current mythologising of one of the most complex  
characters of the 20th and 21st centuries, I’ve found that 
I mostly remember his kindness. His last written words 
were, after all, “love is the most natural pain killer there is.”

Heathcote Williams, 2014

I got your magazine off a friend who has since moved 
on – and took your mag with him. Anyway, I would be very 
grateful if you could send me some? I’ve got no money 
but here are some stamps. I’m a 44-year-old man who’s 
been using drugs since I was 19 and I’m much interested 
in what you are saying. I’ve always tried to be careful and 
safe when using drugs. I’ve just recently completed a 
combination Hep C treatment – Interferon with Ribavirin 
and so far I’m showing clear. The side effects were heavy 
but worth it! 
John (HMP: doing 7 years on meth script)

(Black Poppy, 11, 2006)

Fife is not bad for drug services and there are great 
drop in centres, needle exchange programmes etc but 
improvement can be made and I’m not happy with the 
way we are treated by GPs and so called health profes-
sionals at times (I love your quotes page by the way!). 
I’ve been on a methadone script for the past two months 
(and boy was it hard to get it) and there was a few 
things which annoyed me about the service like doc-
tors and drug workers telling me how I feel – telling me 
the methadone was holding me when I was still feeling 
withdrawal symptoms, things like that … I’d still say 
there are some good services on offer to users in Fife. 
There are also some great user groups in my area which 
allow users and ex-users to get involved in the commu-
nity to portray a better image of drug users and to  
discuss ways in which we can improve drug services. 
Kind regards, Lisa Simpson

“Junk Mail” Black Poppy 11, 2006



Pharmacology, let us not forget, is the science of drug use – that is, of 
the healing (therapeutic) and harming (toxic) effect of drugs. If,  
nevertheless, textbooks of pharmacology legitimately contain a  
chapter on drug abuse and drug addiction, then, by the same token,  
textbooks of gynecology and urology should contain a chapter on  
prostitution; textbooks of physiology, a chapter on perversion;  
textbooks of genetics, a chapter on the racial inferiority of Jews and 
Negroes; textbooks of mathematics, a chapter on gambling syndicates; 
and, of course, textbooks of astronomy, a chapter on sun worship.

Ceremonial Chemistry, Thomas Szasz, 1974 p11

PHARMACOLOGY:  
Prostitution of Medicines

LETTER TO THE LEGISLATOR 
OF THE LAW ON NARCOTICS

Dear Legislator,
Legislator of the law of 1916, supplemented by the decree of July 1917 on narcotics, you are an ass.
Your law serves only to annoy druggists all over the world without lowering the level of drug addiction in the 
nation, because:

•	 The	number	of	drug	addicts	who	get	their	supplies	from	drugstores	is	negligible.
•	 Real	addicts	don’t	get	their	supplies	from	drugstores.
•	 Addicts	who	get	their	supplies	from	drugstores	are	all	sick.
•	 The	number	of	addicts	who	are	sick	is	negligible	in	comparison	with	the	number	of	addicts 
 who are seeking pleasure.
•	 Pharmaceutical	restriction	on	drugs	will	never	bother	pleasure-seeking	and	organised	addicts.
•	 There	will	always	be	pushers.
•	 There	will	always	be	people	who	become	addicts	through	weakness,	through	passion.
•	 Sick	addicts	have	an	inalienable	right	within	society,	which	is	that	they	be	left	the	hell	alone.

The law on narcotics places in the hands of the inspector-usurper of public health the right to have control 
over human suffering; it is a pretension peculiar to modern medicine to try to dictate to the individual  
conscience.

The Umbilicus of Limbo, Antonin Artaud, 1925 p62

Of course the “legitimate” prescribed users of these and other phar-
maceuticals is off the charts, virtually incalculable. One billion dollars 
worth of Oxycontin alone were sold legally in 2000 (Kalb, 2001). The 
number one class of drugs by volume are codeine-based drugs, for 
which over 100,000,000 individual prescriptions were written in 1999 (US 
Pharmaceuticals Industry, 2000).

Szasz Under Fire: the Psychiatric Abolitionist Faces his Critics, 
Jeffrey A. Schaler (ed.), 2004

As autopsy reports and pharmaceutical records would later reveal, 
Simpson through the summer of 1995 before his death, was on a 
regime that included multiple daily injections of Tordol, for pain; 
Librium, to control his mood swings; Ativan, every six hours, for 
agitation, Valium, every six hours, for anxiety; Depakote, every six 
hours to counter “acute mania”; Thorazine, every four hours, for 
anxiety; Cogentin, for agitation; Vistaril, every six hours, for  
anxiety; and Lorazopam, every six hours, also for anxiety. He was 
also taking in pill and tablet form, additional doses of Valium, plus 
pain relievers Vicodin, diphenoxylate, diphenhydramine, and  
Colandine, plus the medications lithium carbonate, mystatin, 
Narcan, haloperidol, Promothazine, Benztropine, Unisom, Atarax, 
Compzine, Xanax, Desyrel, Tigan, and Phenobarbital. Simpson’s 
pharmaceutical records for July 1995 show billings of $12,902 – from 
one pharmacy, at a time when Simpson was using at least eight 
pharmacies and several doctors, receiving medications using the 
aliases Dan Gordon, Dan Wilson, and Dawn Wilson, in addition to 
his own name. A law enforcement source who investigated  
Simpson’s pharmaceutical records estimated his monthly  
prescription medication expenses to more than $60,000. One  
ten-day period in August 1995 shows Simpson’s pharmacy  
expenses at $38,600! Police and coroner’s documents also show 
that Simpson was experimenting with prescription doses of  
morphine, seconal and gamma hydroxybutyrate, or G.H.B. These  
medications were being ingested, autopsy reports would show, 
in addition to large quantities of alcohol and cocaine.

High Concept: Don Simpson and the Hollywood Culture of Excess, 
Charles Fleming, 1998 p9

But recognition of antipsychotic dependence vanished 
around 1968, when the war on drugs was declared.  
Psychopharmacology was faced with a political problem. 
The problem was how to distinguish drugs which restore 
social order from drugs which subverted the social order. 
This political rather than scientific decision set up a 
crisis a few years later when physical dependence on the 
benzodiazepines emerged. This broadened to an  
extraordinary crisis, which led to [their] obliteration […] 
By 1990, physicians in Britain and elsewhere regarded 
benzodiazepines as more addictive than heroin or  
cocaine – without any scientific evidence to underpin 
their perception. As the 1990s ended, dependence on the  
Selective Seratonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs)  
appeared. Is another group of useful drugs going to be 
lost to us the way the benzodiazepines were lost? Do we 
understand enough about what happened to the  
benzodiazepines to be able to guarantee that the SSRIs 
will not suffer the same thing?

Psychopharmacology and the Government of the Self, 
David Healy, “Symposium Centre for Addiction and 
Mental Health, Toronto, Canada, November 30, 2000



Only later were toxicology reports revealed that identified fourteen drugs in Presley’s system, including codeine (at 
ten times therapeutic levels), methaqualone (Quaaludes), barbituates and numerous others. Presley had turned to 
prescription pain killers early in his career, and his use increased over the years. In 1973, which two authors called 
“the year of drugs”, Presley was brought back from overdoses four times. Presley never considered himself a drug 
abuser. Quite the contrary, he despised drug use – by which he meant use of illicit substances. The most notorious  
example of this attitude was his unannounced White House visit with Richard Nixon in December 1970 to gain 
 appointment as a Special Drug Enforcement Agency Officer. The visit is commemorated by a famous picture of a  
grinning Nixon shaking hands with a spacy-looking Elvis.

Szasz Under Fire: the Psychiatric Abolitionist Faces his Critics, Jeffrey A. Schaler (ed.), 2004 p182

A typical, relatively early example of the prostitution of the medical role 
in the interests of repressing certain “deviants” by attacking their drug 
taking habits is an article published in 1921 in the Journal of the  
American Medical Association. Its author, Thomas S. Blair – a  
physician and the chief of the Bureau of Drug Control of the  
Pennsylvania Department of Health – gave his essay the wonderfully 
revealing title “Habit Indulgence in Certain Cactaceas Plants Among 
the Indians”. The Indians, of course, had no Journal of the Indian 
Peyote Association in which they could have published an article on 
“Habit Indulgence in the Fermented Juice of Certain Grapes Among 
the Americans”. Right from the start, then, the Indians were Peyote 
addicts – while the Americans laughed all the way to the speakeasies. 
And so it has been ever since, except that today, whites, blacks and 
Puerto Ricans – that is, all of us – are treated like the Indians were fifty 
years ago; and the ones laughing all the way to the hospitals and halls 
of legislatures are the physicians and politicians.

Ceremonial Chemistry, Thomas Szasz, 1974

The experiences of Ramo Kabbani on Prozac 
prompted her to set up the Prozac Survivors 
Support Group … She began taking Prozac 
to combat depression after the death of her 
27-year-old fiancée from a heart attack. “The 
medication stopped me working the feelings 
of grief which had caused the depression,” she 
says. “When I came off Prozac I became  
super-sensitive and very emotional. I found it 
worse going through withdrawal than going 
through depression.”

World health watchdog warns of addiction risk 
for Prozac users, R. Mendick, Independent,  
29 April, 2001



I know he is capable of killing me. I bend down my head, 
open my mouth, close my eyes, and start to suck this 
crazy crackhead’s big, smelly, disgusting dick. It was 
so bad that I thought I was going to throw up, with my 
craving for brown on top of it. After about 15 minutes he 
had come. I was thinking what was he going to do next? 
He didn’t say a word, he just sat back in the seat. After a 
little while he drove me back to Leytonstone High Road. 
Then he climbed into the back seat and fell asleep. I 
slowly grasped the knife from the dash, and  
got prepared.

“Nutty Crackhead”, Angela Bryant, 2002

In October 1988, NBC’s television news audience met 
its first “crack mothers”. Tracy Watson, a pregnant black 
woman, was shown smoking crack, sitting on a narrow 
bed in a bare New York City apartment (1988, October 
24). She spent about $100 a day on crack, smoking up 
to 20 vials of it, according to the voiceover. Talking to 
someone just off camera, Tracy acknowledged knowing 
that the drug affected her pregnancy. She said she knew 
that crack could make her baby come prematurely. She 
said she knew that it could cause the baby to be born 
addicted. As she smoked, Tracy bared her protruding 
belly and said, “It kicks when I smoke. It tightens up on 
one side. It’s kicking now.”

Crack Mothers: Pregnancy, Drugs and the Media,  
Drew Humphries, 1999 p7

When clinicians began reporting cases of cocaine- 
exposed newborns to black women who had smoked 
crack during their pregnancy, panic ratcheted up  
another notch. Images of black “crack babies” excited 
alarmed pity while they portended future dependents on 
tax-payer dollars. Initial findings suggested that  
cocaine when smoked as crack, was uniquely and  
severely damaging to the human brain. But the early 
studies had not controlled for other relevant factors, 
including other drug use, poor nutrition and lack of 
prenatal care […] media attention in early 1980s to white 
women who snorted cocaine while pregnant portrayed 
them sympathetically as they entered treatment; their 
babies appeared to suffer no lasting harm. The women 
arrested in delivery rooms and charged with endanger-
ing their infants were almost exclusively poor and black.

 “How crack found a niche in the American ghetto:  
the historical epidemiology of drug-related harm” 
 Caroline Acker, BioSocieties, 2010 p84

Readily recognisable examples of severe, structurally 
mediated epidemics of drug-related harms include the 
gin craze in London in the 1720s and 1730s, and crack 
use in American cities in the mid-to-late 1980s […] If we 
take seriously that addiction is a disease, then  
concentrations of addiction among the disadvantaged 
and marginal – like disproportionate rates of  
tuberculosis among the poor and homeless well into the  
antibiotic age – must be seen as a reflection of the 
forces that keep certain population groups poor,  
unemployed and poorly educated. That many diseases  
concentrate on the poorest, least employed, most  
nutritionally deprived, and most socially and culturally 
isolated population groups in American society 
suggests that it is these conditions, not the power of a 
drug or a bacterium, that accounts for those patterns.

“How crack found a niche in the American ghetto: the 
historical epidemiology of drug-related harm”  
Caroline Acker, BioSocieties, 2010 p83

From doing it in test tubes he was eventually cooking up 
in 50-gallon drums and doing 30-50 kilo batches at a time 
resulting in rocks the size of manhole covers and having 
to whack it with a fire axe to break it up.

“When the Cracks Begin to Show”  
Chris Drowet, Black Poppy magazine, issue 9, 2007 p16

CRACK, BABY, CRACK



Wednesday, November 1
Morning: masturbate. Auxiliary: “NEMESIS” LEATHER ANKLE BOOT with feature elasticated gussets. 3-inch heel. 
Black.
Afternoon: masturbate. Auxiliary: “ADDICT-2” SLING-BACK COURT SHOE. Supple leather upper. Built-in arch 
support. Durable non-slip sole. Heel height 2½ inches. Beige.
Evening: Superintendant Miss Temple goes down the pub in her slippers – 
“I’m going down the pub in my slippers. Take it easy, chopper.”
“Yeah.”
Masturbate. Auxiliary: Jacques Vaché in uniform, 1918 (plate 83, Dada Art and Anti-Art by Hans Richter. Thames & 
Hudson, London: 1965)

DESTINATION EARTH, OR: POLISHING THE ROCKET, Nick Rogers, reprinted in Full Moon Empty Sports Bag, 11, 
Ian Allison (ed.) 2005

International women with no body hair…

Orgasm Addict, The Buzzcocks, 1977

A male patient first presented to psychiatrist (J.M.B.) at age 24, with the explanation, “I’m here for sexual  
addiction. It has consumed my entire life.” He feared losing both marriage and job if he could not contain his  
burgeoning preoccupation with Internet pornography. He was spending many hours each day chatting online, 
engaging in extended masturbation sessions, and occasionally meeting cyber contacts in person for spontaneous, 
typically unprotected sex. 
Over the next 7 years, the patient dropped repeatedly in and out of treatment. He tried anti-depressants, group and 
individual psychotherapy, Sexual Addicts Anonymous and pastoral counselling, but not until a naltexone* trial did 
he sustain success at avoiding compulsive Internet use. When he discontinued naltrexone, his urges returned. 
When he took naltrexone again, they receded.
[*Prescribed for treating alcoholism, naltrexone blocks opiates’ capacity to augment dopamine release. Although 
impulsive-compulsive sexual behaviour has been little studied, it makes intuitive sense that pharmacotherapies 
effective against one type of addictive behaviour would also combat other types.]

Internet Sex Addiction Treated with Naltrexone, J. Michael Bostwick MD and Jeffrey A. Bucci MD, Mayo Clinic 
Proceedings, vol 83, no 2, February 2008 p226

Characteristic of these reports are suggestions 
that naltrexone “blocks the interaction  
between cells and chemicals in the brain that  
create feelings of pleasure”, and that individuals  
who take such pharmacology, known to dampen  
the activity of the brain’s dopamine system, they  
may “also find the number of cigarettes they  
smoke decreases. Also chocolate, gambling,  
pot – anything with craving decreases.”

$200 a month to stop the craving, E. Symons, 
Daily Telegraph, March p2

But then what are we to make of next pathologised personage out of the taxonomic frenzy of the early 1980s:  
the exercise addict? In the absence of any projective hypostatisation of a “foreign” substance, the object of  
addiction here seems to be the body itself. But more accurately the object of addiction is the display of those  
very qualities whose lack is supposed to define addiction as such: bodily autonomy; self-control; will power. The  
object of addiction has become precisely enjoyment of “the ability to choose freely, and freely to choose health.”
It seemed logically clear from the moment of this development that if exercise was addictive, nothing couldn’t  
be; the exercise addict was really the limit case for evacuating the concept of addiction, once and for all, of any  
necessary specificity of substance, bodily effect, or psychological motivation. (The brain-chemical markers  
invoked by scientists to “explain” addiction, of course, never had more than a tautologically explanatory or  
diagnostic force.) And this isn’t the only theoretical apercu from outside the newly efflorescent community of  
people interested in defining addiction. To the contrary: what is startling is the rapidity with which it has now  
become a commonplace that, precisely, any substance, any behaviour, even any effect may be pathologised as  
addictive. Addiction, under this definition, resides only in the structure of a will that is always somehow  
insufficiently free, a choice whose voluntarity is insufficiently pure.

Tendencies, Eve Sedgwick, 1994 p132

In this light we may consider The Economist’s coining of the term “dopamine head” 
as approximately marking the birth of a new, neurobiological kind of addict – on 
whose identity, experiences, impulses and behaviours are understood to be closely 
tied to neurobiological constitution (and more or less unrelated to the effect of 
drugs). This is not to suggest of course, that “behavioural addicts” only emerged  
in the early 1990s; it has been possible to identify as someone afflicted by a  
behavioural addiction since at least the 1950s, when Gamblers Anonymous and  
Overeaters Anonymous were moulded from the clay of Alcoholics Anonymous’  
12 steps.

“Civilising technologies and the control of deviance” Scott Vrecko, BioSocieties 
(LSE), 2010, vol 5 P40

Do you shop til you drop? Are you in financial straits 
because you are addicted – yes, addicted – to that rush 
of endorphins that comes from buying things willy-nilly, 
even if they only nearly fit?
Now, help is nigh. For a drug that is used to treat  
alcoholics and heroin and cocaine addicts has been 
proven to help compulsive shoppers, too. 

Shopaholics take heart – Help is nigh,  
The Montreal Gazette, 29 September, 2003 p2

BEHAVIOURAL ADDICTS



In calling addiction a chronic relapsing brain disease, 
National Institute on Drug Abuse Director Alan  
Leshner was not simply channeling scientific discourse. 
However securely they are grounded in physiological 
malfunction, disease definitions perform  
cultural work. The “chronic relapsing brain disease”  
formulation neatly bridges two social worlds:  
that of the brain researchers and that of drug treatment  
professionals. The chronicity and relapse aspects  
resonate with the Twelve-Step definition of addiction, 
while the brain invokes neuroscience and, by  
implication, hopes for newer, better pharmacotherapies 
for addiction. To the extent that calling addiction a  
disease casts it as a pathology of individuals, this  
process shifts attention away from the powerful social  
influences on drug use. It resonates with an American 
cultural emphasis on the role of individual action in 
securing well-being.

“How crack found a niche in the American ghetto: the 
historical epidemiology of drug-related harm”  
Caroline Acker, BioSocieties, 2010 p72

Severe alcohol and other drug problems typically take 
a chronic course and often require multiple episodes of 
intervention before stable recovery is achieved. The  
conceptualisation of addiction as a chronic disorder  
has critical implications for the design, delivery,  
evaluation and funding of addiction treatment. Yet, 
despite widespread acknowledgement that the nature 
and long-term course of addiction is similar to other 
chronic illnesses, such as hypertension and diabetes, it 
is still treated almost universally as an acute condition. 
This acute care model has been shaped by a number of 
influences, including the commercialisation of addiction 
treatment and a system of managed behavioural health 
care, which have formed treatment into discrete, and 
ever-briefer, episodes of care.

Addiction Recovery Management: Theory, Research and 
Practice. J.F. Kelly and William White (eds.) Current 
Clinical Psychiatry, 2011 p67

Characterising addiction as a chronic disorder does 
suggest that much could be learned by studying how 
individuals, families and healthcare professionals 
actively and effectively manage other chronic health 
conditions. Those patterns of severe alcohol and other 
drug problems that constitute a chronic disorder should 
be afforded the basic supports used in management of 
other chronic health conditions, including:

Mass public education, screening, and early  
intervention

Continuity of content over a sustained period of time 
with a primary health care management team

Patient/family education and empowerment to  
self-manage the condition (including the mobilisation 
of family resources to support recovery initiation and 
maintenance)

Access to the latest advancements in medication for 
symptom suppression and management

Access to peer-based recovery support groups and 
advocacy organisations

Sustained monitoring (checkups), recovery coaching (to 
include focus on global health via diet, exercise, sleep, 
and coping strategies), and when needed early  
intervention.

(Kelly & White, 2011) p70

The vast majority of people currently entering addiction 
treatment do so under external coercion and at late stages of 
problem development. Attraction is compromised by problem 
perception (as not that bad), perception of self (I can resolve 
this on my own), perception of treatment (as inaccessible, 
unaffordable and ineffective), and fear of perception of others 
(social stigma).

(Kelly & White, 2011) p73

The first stage: precontemplation represents a status quo. The 
individual is unable or unwilling to confront his or her drug, alcohol, 
tobacco, food, sex use or other behavioural concerns. The second 
stage: contemplation can be indicative of dissatisfaction with  
current behaviour. It is a struggle with ambivalent feelings about  
moving from one pattern of behaviour to another. The third stage:  
preparation is the stage at which an individual begins to make a 
plan and develops the commitment to execute that plan for change. 
In terms of a drug user this could represent a willingness to seek 
and enter into treatment or therapy or even a 12 Step program  
(one does not, and should not, exclude the other). The action  
stage represents the implementation of that plan. This  
stage is equated with change; a visible change in behaviour.  
The maintenance stage is the final stage where new patterns of 
behaviour are adopted and fully integrated into an individual’s life.

“Addiction: what informs what is?” Mark Whiteley, 2013

But what is “drug abuse treatment”? It is the government-mandated 
transfer of money from productive persons in the public sector to 
unproductive persons in the public sector, some called “addicts” 
others called “drug councillors” and “mental health professionals”: 
the “addicts” receive group therapy and prescriptions for  
habit-forming drugs and money for their bad habit legitimised as a  
“no-fault mental illness” and “medical disability”; the “drug  
councillors” receive prestige, as professionals who “treat” the non-
existent disease called “addiction” and get paid by the government 
for this so-called “Service”.

Szasz Under Fire: the Psychiatric Abolitionist Faces his Critics,  
Jeffrey A. Schaler (ed.), 2004

THE DISEASE OF ADDICTION



Another study involved heroin, the drug perceived in the 1970s as the most addictive. This study documented what 
most people considered impossible: the managed use of heroin, the drug on which modern notions of addiction 
rested. Heroin produces tolerance, and once tolerance sets in, addicts take the drug to avoid withdrawal – vomiting, 
chills, aching and the secretion of body fluids. The addiction process was thought to be automatic and progressive: 
people who “chipped” that is, who tried to limit dose and intervals of use to avoid tolerance, would eventually  
succumb. 
In finding a small number of people who managed dose and interval, Zinberg demonstrated that exposure to drugs 
like heroin did not automatically produce physical dependence. Set and setting, he concluded, strongly influenced 
the outcome of drug use. Set referred to the user’s expectations, which for managed heroin use would be  
recreational. Setting referred to the social and physical environment in which drug use took place. 
Managed heroin use depended on a particular setting – a gathering of friends reinforced rules about dose and 
interval, keeping use levels low. 

Drug, Set and Setting: the Basis for Controlled Intoxicant Use, Norman Zinberg, The Independent Review 7: 165 
80, week 10, 1984

Current estimates indicate that at least 35% of enlisted 
men tried heroin while in Vietnam and that 54% of these 
became addicted to it and recidivism rates as high as 
90%. For addicts who left Vietnam, recidivism to addic-
tion three years after they got back to the United States 
was approximately 12% - virtually a reverse of previous 
reports.

“Heroin use in Vietnam and the United States:  
a contrast and critique” Norman Zinberg,  
Archives of General Psychiatry 26: 486 88, 1996

As consultant to the newly formed Drug Abuse  
Council (DAC), I approved a small grant to Douglas H. 
Powell, who wanted to locate long-term heroin   
“chippers” (occasional users). By putting advertise-
ments in counterculture newspapers, he turned up a 
group that was small but sizable enough to demonstrate 
his thesis that controlled drug users existed and thus 
that factors other than the power of the drug and the 
user’s personality were at work. 

Drug, Set, and Setting: the Basis for Controlled Intoxi-
cant Use, Norman Zinberg 1984 xi

Carl has a very active social life in which heroin and 
marijuana play only a small part. His parents are on  
excellent terms with him and have recently visited him 
in this country […] His use takes place only in a group, 
and he either “snorts” or injects intramuscularly. “The 
trick” he says, is to get high with the least amount pos-
sible. “If I take too much, I get nauseated, constipated 
and have trouble urinating.”

(Zinberg, 1984) p15

Dawn is a 27-year-old, single, white female employed by the court to work with juveniles. She was brought up in 
New York, the only child of middle-class achievement-orientated parents. In 1976, after completing graduate work, 
she returned to Boston and began a sporadic “chipping” pattern: heroin three times in January; Demerol ten times 
during the course of the summer; heroin twice again in the fall and about once a month after that. She never gets 
high at home: her usual pattern is to go to someone else’s house. She does not own her own works and never  
self-injects. She will not buy more heroin than she can easily afford and is never high around “straight friends” or 
at work. She finds that the highs state usually lasts for six hours, and she spends that time indoors talking or  
listening to music. “You just talk a whole lot and you … fantasise a lot. You feel as though your dreams come true, 
and you start to think about them and little things don’t bother you as much.”

(Zinberg, 1984) p24

Bob, a “compulsive user” was a 26-year-old 
white male who lived alone, a college graduate 
with a degree in psychology. Following separa-
tion from his wife and child three years before 
the interview, he had worked sporadically  
at part-time jobs. Dealing drugs had become 
his main source of income. He had used heroin 
at least three or four times a week since begin-
ning use thirty months before the interview 
and had many periods of daily use  
lasting as long as two weeks.

(Zinberg, 1984) p38

Arthur, a “controlled user,” was a forty-year-old white male who had been married for sixteen years and was the 
father of three children […] During the ten years prior to the first interview, Arthur had used heroin on weekends. 
For the first five years of use he occasionally injected during the week but midweek use had not occurred during the 
previous five years.

(Zinberg, 1984) p56

I attempted to produce a “drug habit” in myself. In vain. My 
wife literally nagged me about it, “Don’t go out without your 
cocaine, sweetheart!” or “Did you remember to take your 
heroin before lunch, big boy?” I reached the stage where one 
takes a sniff of cocaine every five minutes or so all day long; 
but though I obtained definitely toxic results, I was always able 
to abandon the drug without a pang. These experiments simply 
confirmed the conclusion which I had already adopted,  
provisionally, on theoretical grounds: that busy people,  
interested in life and in their work, simply cannot find the 
time to keep on with a drug.

Diary of a Drug Fiend, Aleister Crowley, 1922 p16

Jim, a 24-year-old black male, has always lived with some member of his family […] The day after using he  
invariably exercises because he believes this activity helps cleanse his system of heroin. Jim’s use of other drugs 
has also fallen off. He uses beer and wine occasionally (me and alcohol don’t get along), marijuana twice a day or 
less, cocaine once or twice a week and valium and Quaaludes erratically [...] Jim has indicated some interest in 
obtaining a high school equivalency degree and eventually attending college and becoming a physical education 
instructor. He plans to continue heroin use, but would like to reduce it to once or twice a month.

(Zinberg, 1984) p22

RECREATIONAL  
HEROIN USERS



So a heavy drinker arrives for an informal party at a friend’s house. While the other guests scan 
the room to seek out the host or to notice the décor or the food, the heavy drinker immediately 
searches for the bar and winces if it is poorly equipped. And as guests begin to circulate to see 
who else has arrived, the heavy drinker notices one crony who has on occasion joined him for a 
few rounds at the neighbourhood bar, and an eagle-eyed friend of his brother’s, one who is sure 
to report disapprovingly on how much drinking went on at the party.

(Fingarette, 1988) p104

HEAVY DRINKERS
In 1960 E.M. Jellinek published The Disease Concept of Alcoholism, a book 
that eventually became the canonical scientific text for the classical  
disease concept […] Jellinek’s highly influential articles were based on 
questionnaires completed by 98 male members of A.A. 

Heavy Drinking: the Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease,  
Herbert Fingarette, 1988 p20-21

Many people had problems with drinking, yet they reported no loss of control. Others claimed 
they experienced loss of control but reported that they had no problems with police, family, 
finances, employment, auto accidents or social life. Such alcohol-related problems are now 
shown to come and go in a wide variety of patterns: they do not cluster in any regular way, do 
not emerge in any uniform sequence, and do not show up at all in the lives of many heavy  
drinkers. Important, too, is the fact that many heavy drinkers with numerous and severe  
problems “mature out” of trouble. The descent to the “bottom” is not inevitable, and a return 
from heavy drinking to moderation is common.

Changes in Problem Drinking over a Four Year Span,  
W.B. Clark and D. Cahalan, Addictive Behaviour, 1976, 1: 251-259

The field of alcoholism has long been manned by paraprofessionals […] 
Paraprofessionals often see empirical scientific data as obscure, irrelevant 
or contradictory to their personal experimental knowledge of alcoholism.

Emerging Concepts of Alcohol Dependence,  
Mansell E. Pattison, Mark B. Sobell, Linda Sobell, 1977 p262

Scientific evidence or no, many knowledgeable people are greatly disturbed by criticism of the 
disease concept. They argue that the labelling of alcoholism as a disease frees alcohol abusers 
from feeling guilty or ashamed of their drinking and thereby makes it easier for them to seek 
treatment.

Heavy Drinking: the Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease, 
Herbert Fingarette, 1988 p4

The classic disease concept admirably suits the interests of the liquor 
industry: by acknowledging that a small minority of the drinking population 
is susceptible to the disease of alcoholism, the industry can implicitly  
assure consumers that the vast majority of people who drink are not at risk

Heavy Drinking: the Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease,  
Herbert Fingarette, 1988 p27



THE A.A.WAY
I had been supporting my drinking by rolling guys in the 
backstreets of the city. One night I nailed this old guy 
and upon finding he had only eighty-six cents I vented 
my frustration by beating his head against the curb. I 
think I killed him … At this period of my life, things were 
so bad that just had to do something, so I decided to 
come to A.A.

Becoming Alcoholic: Alcoholics Anonymous and the  
Reality of Alcoholism, David R. Rudy, 1986 p22

Society rewards behaviour that 
is beneficial for it, and punishes 
that which is threatening to it. It 
is not implied that deviant actions 
are synonymously good/bad for 1.

“12 steps (Revised)”  
Iphgenia Baal, 2014

There should have been a big sign outside my family home saying, 
“Your needs will not be met in this building”.

A.A. member

In becoming A.A. members,  
prospective affiliates experience 
processes similar to what  
researchers in the sociology  
of religion call “conversion”.  
That is, they radically change and  
reconstruct their identities, world 
views and lives.

Becoming Alcoholic:  
Alcoholics Anonymous and the  
Reality of Alcoholism,  
David R. Rudy, 1986 (intro, xiv)

Students of conversion have sometimes noted that proselytising 
groups encourage prospective converts to sever or attenuate ties 
to significant others who are not involved in the group. A.A.  
usually employs a different strategy for insuring that the  
prospective convert is not subject to conflicting perspectives  
and demands for commitment. Instead of severing bonds  
with significant others, satellite organisations like Alanon (an  
organisation for close relatives of alcoholics) function to unite the  
prospective affiliates’ new reference group with previous reference 
groups by initiating the significant others into the A.A. world view.

(Rudy, 1986) p35

Many A.A. groups during the 1940s set up rigid membership requirements 
and many required signed pledges. In August 1946 Bill W. discussed these 
matters at some length. He reiterated that the only requirement for 
membership was an honest desire to stop drinking.

The Washington Movement, M. Maxwell,  
Quarterly Journal of Alcohol Studies, 11 (1955)

A.A. is particularly strong on providing a potent follow-through in a group 
setting where self analysis and catharsis are stimulated; where new  
attitudes toward alcohol, self, and others are learned; where the feeling 
tones are modified through a new quality of relationships; where, in short, a 
new way of life is acquired – one which not only enables the person to 
interact with his environment (particularly with other persons) without the 
use of alcohol, but enables him to do so on a more mature satisfying basis.

The Washington Movement, M. Maxwell,  
Quarterly Journal of Alcohol Studies, 11 (1955) p447

For example, one A.A. friend told me that his suspicions were first aroused 
when he heard a speaker’s tape. (There is a free trade in such tapes among 
A.A. members.) Esther R., a blind, African American old-timer from  
Cleveland, was exclaiming, “He was a man, not a demi-god, not a sometime 
saint … he kissed me on the mouth when I was sober two years. I went to 
Founder’s Day … he kissed another young woman on the lips … she was 
young too. And there was a young little blonde lady there. You didn’t get 
many young ones way back then. And he kissed her on the lips. And there 
was some old ladies; he shook their hands [laughter]. And I knew, I knew I 
could stay sober ‘cuz Bill Wilson was a man!”

Bill W. and Mr. Wilson: the legend and the life of A.A.’s cofounder, 
Matthew J. Raphael, 2000 p195

Bill had chased skirts throughout his sober years. “His flirtations and his adulterous behaviour filled him with guilt, 
according to old timers close to him, but he continued to stray off the reservation.” Robertson alleges that Wilson’s 
“last and most serious affair” involved a woman at A.A. headquarters. To this “last and most enduring mistress”, 
he bequeathed 1.5 per cent of the royalties on the Big Book.

Bill W. and Mr. Wilson: the legend and life of A.A.’s co-founder, Mathew J. Raphael, 2000 p195



Given monkeys’ short mental time frame, Seevers found the quick onset of heroin most 
favourable for teaching the animals to want drugs, with a gradual build-up from frequent 
mild doses similar to the usage pattern of human addicts. He established a simple scale 
to quantify withdrawal signs (for example, clutching the stomach in cramps represented 
second degree abstinence syndrome), and he claimed validation of his model of addiction 
by the production of clear signs of drug “desire” in the addicted monkeys (for example, 
pursuing the hypodermic-bearing attendant).

“Maurice Seevers, the stimulants and the political economy of addiction in American  
biomedicine”  
Nicholas Rasmussen, BioSocieties, 2010

An elemental substance, protoplasm, composed  
largely of water and protein, composes the physical 
machinery of all life and of the evolution of all 
life in plants, animals and man. Since alcohol  
attacks this elemental protoplasm, drawing out  
water and clotting or coagulating the protein, its 
effect is to tear down all complexes and force them 
back towards simpler forms and so stop further  
evolution and prematurely precipitate the processes 
of dissolution.

Alcohol and the Human Race,  
Richmond Pearson Hobson, late US Navy,  
late MC, 1919 p91

Unfortunately, the movement of addiction 
research along this continuum has been a 
sluggish one, and the gap between what we 
know about addictions and what we practice 
is wide. We know more than we apply.

Translation of Addiction Science into  
Practice, Peter M. Miller and  
David J. Kavanagh, (eds.), 2007, xiii

Chronic opioid administration is useful as a maintenance pharmaco-therapy for the 
treatment of opioid dependence. However, there is increasing evidence that long-term 
exposure to opioid drugs markedly increases the sensitivity to some types of painful 
stimuli, a phenomenon known as opioid-induced hyperalgesia. The prolonged use of opioids 
may result in the expression of increased sensitivity of pain, including the aggravation 
of underlying pain. This may have significant impact on addiction and dependence through 
the escalation of dose to alleviate increased pain. The changing pain response is a 
challenge to conventional notions of drug tolerance.

Opioids, Pain and Addiction: Cause and Consequence, 
Jason M. White and Justin L. Hay, Translation of Addiction Science into Practice, 
2007 p52-53

A large part of the backward, the feeble-minded, 
the imbeciles, the lunatics of the world are now 
known to be products of drink. Joined with their 
comrade victims, dependents and paupers, they 
make up an increasing, and a pitiful and tragic 
host of degenerates.

Alcohol and the Human Race, 
Richmond Pearson Hobson, 1919 p96

These varying experiences of craving can be distinguished into two forms, the first  
conceptualised as tonic craving, or the general background level of desire for a  
substance, and the second as phasic craving, or acute transient fluctuations in  
craving as a result of environmental or experiential variables. Tonic and phasic craving 
may play independent or interactive roles in the ongoing substance use (Shiffman et al., 
1999), and may also play different roles in post-treatment relapse […] rather than being 
categorically present, the degree and pattern of craving varies meaningfully across  
individuals. Indeed, craving actually appears to be an individual difference variable 
that could be provisionally termed “craving proneness”.

Advances in the Scientific Study of Craving for Alcohol and Tobacco, 
James MacKillop and Peter M. Monti, Translation of Addiction Science into Practice 
2007 p194
 

Since the upper brain is the physical basis of 
thought, feeling, judgment, and self-control, 
and is the physical organ of the will, of the 
consciousness of God, of the sense of right and 
wrong, of ideas of justice, duty, love, mercy, 
self-sacrifice and all that makes character, 
any injury to this crowning and delicately  
constituted nerve mechanism is attended with 
far-reaching consequences – consequences, alas! 
not limited to the individual who drinks  
by affecting his family, his country, the  
evolution of human life, and the destiny of man 
and the will of God in creation. It is  
obvious from this that no human being can have 
any natural or inherent right to drink liquor.

Alcohol and the Human Race, 
Hobson, 1919 p69

These provocative findings suggest that craving is not a monolithic experience with a 
number of different eliciting features, but that even the types of craving differ from 
each other and may be differentially relevant to actual substance use. Importantly,  
separating the effects from those of substance cues is a challenge, especially  
when studying individuals for whom these have usually been paired through a long and  
contextually complex learning history.

Advances in the Scientific Study of Craving for Alcohol and Tobacco, 
MacKillop and Monti, 2007 p198

THE SCIENCE BIT
 (PAY ATTENTION!)



In intoxication the paralysis of the center of inhibition 
and control leaves the emotions unrestrained, thus  
exalting them above the higher faculties. This result, 
which is manifest even in the early stages of drinking, 
constitutes the basis for “sociability” attributed to the 
cup. Incoherence, lack of plan or objective, uncertainty, 
and unreliability, accompany this exaltation of the  
emotions … the general trend is from man towards brute.

(Hobson, 1919) p93

Addiction is a self-organising complex disorder that emerges from the interaction of 
evolutionary old behavioural processes and their associated brain regions. Many of these 
subunits developed and were passed on by natural selection because they conveyed survival 
advantages either alone or in combination with other units. Importantly, these subunits 
respond on the basis of very local and limited information […] These specific aspects of 
the brain and behaviour are termed “modules”. Modules refer to physical or functionally 
insulated subsystems. In modular system, control is distributed over the whole of the 
system without being centralised. One important consequence of these systems is that the 
failure of one module does not spread and result in catastrophic system-wide failure […] 
modules often operate with feedback from local conditions or from their interaction with 
other adjacent modules.

“The Forest and the Trees: Addiction as a Complex Self-Organizing System”, 
Warren K. Bickle and Marc N. Potenza,  
Rethinking Substance Abuse, William R. Miller and Kathleen M. Carroll (eds.) 2006 p10

In abstinent families, with alcohol-free heredity, nine out of ten children proved to be 
normal, the tenth being only a little backward. Where both parents were alcoholics, five 
out of six children proved abnormal, evincing various forms of degeneracy such as mental 
deficiency, hysteria, convulsion, epilepsy, feeble-mindedness, idiocy, or insanity, many 
turning out to be impulsive degenerates, criminals, profligates and moral imbeciles.

(Hobson, 1919) p109

Alcoholism seems to repair the vital properties of the 
fertilising material, and thus from the very beginning  
the child of one or two intemperate parents is burdened  
with an inherited constitutional idiosyncrasy. Then the  
depraved moral sense is transmitted, just as are the other 
heritable mental and moral defects. When the heredity is 
from the mother, it seems to me that it arises mainly from 
the defective nutrition of the nervous centres of the  
cerebral and spinal substance, during the entire  
uterine career.

The Heredity of Alcohol by Norman Kerr M.D.,  
read at the International Congress for the 
Study of Alcoholism held at Brussels, August, 1880

The Patterns of heritability in the addictions show 
that they - like most psychiatric disorders - are 
unfortunately not determined by a “single gene”, but 
are likely “polygenic”, the result of several genes 
that in combination can increase the probability of 
addiction. In addition, some generic factors are  
associated with abuse of one specific drug class 
(e.g. opiates), but not to others. Adding to this 
complexity, the generic factors that shape “initial 
drug use” seem to be independent of those that  
govern the transition from “use” to “addiction” and 
from abstinence to relapse.

“What can human brain imaging tell us about  
vulnerability to addiction and to relapse”,  
Ann Rose Childress in, Rethinking Substance Abuse, 
William K. Miller and Kathleen R. Carroll (eds.), 
2006 p48

Even if a person is recklessly inclined to  
taking chances with himself, he would not,  
unless a degenerate, take deadly chances  
on the lives of the little beings he is to be  
responsible for bringing into the world. No  
normal person would knowingly or carelessly 
strike a death-blow at the claim of life for 
which he is trustee. 

(Hobson, 1919) p114

In terms of addiction vulnerability, one might expect 
that individuals with more dopamine receptors would  
potentially experience a greater (positive) drug effect 
and therefore be more likely to become addicted. Brain 
imaging research suggests the opposite may be true.  
Cocaine-addicted adults with long histories of addiction 
had low numbers of dopamine (type “D2”) receptors  
in the striatum (a critical way station in the reward  
circuitry), as compared with controls who had no history  
of any substance abuse.

(William K. Miller and Kathleen R. Carroll 
[eds.] 2006) p51

Man is a mating mammal. Alcohol by its brutalising effect on man’s nature tends to turn 
him back from the natural normal inclination in a Christian civilisation to mate with, 
marry, and live in wedlock with one woman, towards a lower civilisation and toward a 
promiscuity like that of lower animals … on the whole, alcohol is the principle cause of 
bachelorhood. 

(Hobson, 1919) p125

On a standardised estimate of disease load, disability- 
adjusted life years, tobacco gives a value of 4.1%,  
alcohol 4.0%. In contrast, all illicit drugs combined  
contribute an average of 0.8% to global disease burden 
(WHO, 2004). 

Peter M. Miller and David J. Kavanagh, (eds.) 2007 p4



Man is not only a mating animal but a  
social being. Only in the family, and 
among large numbers of families living in 
social groups, can the higher attributes 
of intellect and the highest attributes  
of spirit progress […] Physiologically  
speaking, a sober nation should never die; 
but a drinking nation is doomed to decay 
and premature death.

(Hobson, 1919) p169

Question: Why does addiction continue despite its serious negative economic, health and 
social consequences for the person with the disorder?
Answer: The processes commandeered in addiction are largely modules that address  
survival. As such, the temporal resolution of these processes is based on immediate 
events. Many of the adverse effects of addiction are only contacted later after the 
emerging in the addictive behaviour.
Question: Why is addiction so difficult to treat? 
Answer: Perhaps many of our treatments have been developed only one or a few of  
modular processes. As such, a module so affected may not influence the other aspects of 
the self-organised process we call addiction.
Question: Why is relapse so ubiquitous?
Answer: perhaps treatments only affect or disassemble one or more modules, and the  
remaining system is insulated by redundancies or quickly reassembles itself. 
Question: Why is polyaddiction the rule and not the exception?
Answer: Perhaps across addictions there are some modules that are shared and others  
that are not. By developing one addiction, a threshold level of constituents of another  
addiction is achieved such that incorporation of remaining modules is  
easily accomplished.
Question: Why is addiction and co-occurrence with other psychiatric disorders so  
prevalent?
Answer: Addiction and other psychiatric disorders may share modules. Therefore, by  
having one disorder, one already has several of the constituents of another disorder,  
placing one at increased risk for full development of the second disorder.

“The Forest and the Trees: Addiction as a Complex Self-Organizing System”,  
Warren K. Bickle and Marc N. Potenza, Rethinking Substance Abuse, William R. Miller and 
Kathleen M. Carroll (eds.) 2006 p19

With a world steeped in liquor, with the 
top parts of men’s brains numbed and 
partly atrophied and the principle  
activities thrown upon the base of the 
base of the brain, it was inevitable that 
the bridging of space and the improving 
of transportation should have brought, as 
it did, a swift growth of armaments and 
militarism, and the hurrying on of  
economic rivalries and trade wars until 
the world became a vast collection of 
military camps; and that the Hun should 
reappear on the earth with the policies 
of ruthlessness and wanton destruction 
characteristic of past barbaric ages.

(Hobson, 1919) p183

If everyone in London were to “turn on” and 
“tune in” grass would grow on The Strand 
and tieless, shoeless divinities would 
dance down the car-less streets. (This will 
happen within twenty-five years. Deer will 
graze down Charing Cross Road.) 

“You are a God, act like one” Timothy 
Leary, International Times,2nd –  
15 February, 1968

What the future holds in store of exquisite developments in the 
top brain of man we may only dimly dream. But this we know: a 
civilisation which blights its top brains with alcohol will 
never attain them.

(Hobson, 1919) p198
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Broadside Handbill,  
The Drunkard’s Progress

Enochian Magic, Golumn 
(Dan Macmillan)

The Temptation of Saint 
Anthony, stained glass

“THESE UNFORUNATES”

Down and out in Trafalgar 
Square, 1939

Phyllis at the French 
House, 1951

Obelix by Uderzo

Facebook

Marquess of Blandford, 
arrest, 1993

Brian Taylor, petrol 
drinker: “He lifts the soda 
can and takes a series of 
glugs, feels the five star 
unleaded hit the bottom of 
his stomach.”

Daniel Farson and Hank 
Janson in Soho

Alfred Jarry, The Nails of 
Our Lord 

“Someone had set fire to 
a statue of Jesus outside 
our church, St. Ann in 
Emmaus.”

Nicorette 

Stephen waldorf, “…He 
was a serious drug user.”

English Rose  
(Steve Claydon)

TinTin by Herge

MALCOM LOWRY

Day of the Dead,  
Eisenstein

File not found, 404

THE ROMANTIC  
IMAGINATION

Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Study of Elizabeth Siddal 
by John Everett Millais for 
Ophelia

Chloradyne bottle, Mu-
seum of London

THE OPIUM OF  
THE PEOPLE

Still from Confessions of 
an Opium Eater, AKA The 
Evils of Chinatown, 1962

Elizabeth Barret Browning

De Quincey Road,  
Tottenham N17

Yves Saint Laurent Opium 
perfume advert

East India House,  
Honourable East India 
Company, Leadenhall 
Street, EC1

Opium (John Dunbar)

Poppy head and knife for 
extruding opium

CHARLES BAUDELAIRE 

Gustave Courbet, Man 
Made Mad by Fear, 1843

Napoléon I from the 
toppled Vendôme column, 
1871

Baudelaire collage (Kieron 
Livingstone)

Thomas Szasz, legalise 
heroin poster

JUNKIES

Federal Medical Facility, 
Lexington, Kentucky

Burroughs as Opium 
Jones, still from  
Chappaqua, 1966

Brookside’s Jimmy  
Corkhill as heroin addict

Habitat advert 

Grange Hill’s Zamo  
Mcguire on heroin

Methadone prescribed to 
William Burroughs

Crying Kurt Cobain statue, 
Aberdeen, Washington
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“Lighter thumb”

All New Accelerators, 
1993

Bic “get a spark”

Still from Eugenie,1969

Still from Temazepam 
Wars, 1995

“Heroin Screws You Up”, 
anti-drugs campaign, 
1985

Heroin Chic, Jamie King, 
Nan Golding, 1999

Parcel of tackle, 2003

Ashtray, Paul Ro’s flat, 
E1 UK

“We all need help”,  
London, 2003

PHARMACOLOGY

Glaxo training video, 
1984

Head quarters of IG  
Farben (Zyklon B  
producers), Frankfurt, 
1935

Dealers in “jellies”, rubber 
wellies, eggs, beans etc, 
Paisley, 1995

Leonore Mau Junge mit 
Blister-Maske, 1983

Dr Aribert Ferdinand 
Heim, AKA Dr. Death

Antonin Artaud, Portrait 
de Paule Thévenin, 1947

Still from “Temazepam 
Wars”, 1995

Barney Gumble

Fear is Creeping Over My 
Heart (but it will all be ok) 
(Edwin Burdiss)

Martindale Pharma,  
methadone  
manufacturers

[Starting with the first image on the left of each page and moving in a clockwise direction.]

CRACK BABY

George Bush, the then 
CIA chief, holding crack 
bought in view of the 
White House, 1989 

Keith Coventry, crack pipe, 
1998

Southern Air Transport, 
CIA-ordained airline of the 
Contras affair, 1980’s

Martell “Machine”, 2001

Detourned Evian logo

NBC advertising, 1988

NBC News, Cocaine Kids, 
1985 

NBC News, Barry Seal, CIA 
Drug Smuggler ( see also 
David Coleman Headley), 
1985

Keith Haring, “Crack is 
Wack”, 1987

BEHAVIOURAL ADDICTS 

Pizza, Pizza menu, 479 
Cambridge Heath Road, 
2014

CJ Milli, Clear your history, 
mum wants to use the 
computer, 2013

Walter Sickert,  
La Hollandaise, 1906

Italian man attacks slot 
machine, 2011

“It could be you” National 
Lottery scratchcard, 2013

THE DISEASE OF 
ADDICTION

The Drunkard’s  
Children (Self Murder), 
G.Cruikshank, 1848

Still from the TV  
programme Apostrophes, 
1978

Still from “Temazepam 
wars” Paisley, Scotland, 
1995

John Livingstone, Three 
Faces of Man, 1974

Ari Marcopoulos,  
Jean-Michel Basquiat, 
1987

John Dunbar, “Please Mrs 
Henry I’m down on my 
knees”, 1985

Hans Rausing’s house, 
Cadogan Square, 2013

RECREATIONAL 
HEROIN USERS 

“Junkie’s eye view”,  
photos, 2002-12

HEAVY DRINKERS 

Last known image of 
Alfred Jarry, 1907

Jeffrey Bernard, Soho 
Square, 1951

Special Brew advert, 1990

Andy Capp, 1973

The French House, Soho, 
1951

Street drinkers, 1985

Spirits in Costcutters, 
2014

Scarborough Futurist, 
2013

THE A.A WAY 

A.A. crest, 1938

Dayton Ohio Members, 
1942
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Inside the brain of an 
alcoholic, 1850

A.A. tattoo, 2011

A.A. tattoo, 2010

Sick of the tube, 2010

THE SCIENCE BIT 

“Fuck Facebook!” shot 
laptop, 2011

“You bitch!” stamped-on 
iPhone, 2013

Graffiti on toilet floor, 
2004

iPad Apocalypse, 2014

Snake and sign of satan, 
1500

Untitled (Ben Wallers), 
2013

Untitled (Ben Wallers), 
2013

Keith Coventry, Crack Pipe, 
1998

Brain Parasites,  
illustrations, 1973

Minky (Matt Rose), 2011

Clunie Reid, Addiction, 
2014

Iphgenia Baal, “Dont hate 
Moss”, 2014

Drug Child, Rev Cammack 
show, 1975

Ranxerox, Liberatore, 
1996

Nervemeter T-shirt advert

Alastair MacKinven,  
competition, 2014

Untitled, (Brendan Quick)

Back Cover:  
Dogs’ substance Abuse,  
(Kieron Livingstone)




